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Welcome from the
President of LIBER
It is my great pleasure to welcome all Conference guests to the
43rd Annual LIBER Conference in Riga, Latvia. I trust that your
time here will be thought-provoking, informative and enjoyable.

LIBER 2013-14
The last twelve months have once again been a significant year
for LIBER. Membership remains high at 405 members (as of January 2014).
OAI8, the 8th Workshop on Innovations in Scholarly Communication was held in Geneva from Wednesday 19 to Friday 21
June 2013. 296 people registered for the event, a record for the
OAI Workshops, which have become the premier Open Access
event in Europe in the year in which they are held. Plans are already under way for OAI9. LIBER chairs the Programme Organising Committee for these events, and the
9th Workshop will be held on 24 to 26 June in Geneva.
In terms of activity, the LIBER Strategy has delivered a number of important developments. The Leadership and Workforce Development Working Group continues its successful Leadership ‘Emerging Leaders’ Seminar, and is now proposing a new initiative for Library Directors.
The 3rd LIBER Workshop on Digital Curation was held on 19-20 May 2014, in Vienna. This activity is
being held under the aegis of the Digital Cultural Heritage Forum. The Workshop programme lists as keynote speakers Herbert Van de Sompel (Los Alamos National Laboratory Research Library) and Norbert
Lossau (Vice-President, Georg-August-Universität Göttingen).

Advocacy and Communication
2014 will see the launch of a new presentation of the LIBER website, improving the display and presentation of a great deal of information. The increased use of graphics has already greatly improved the look and
feel of the site. All the information the site contains has been updated where necessary, and the website
will make use of the new LIBER branding which the Board has approved.
LIBER Quarterly has successfully continued its transition to an Open Access, peer-reviewed, journal
running under OJS (Open Journal Systems).
One of the areas of LIBER’s work, performed on behalf of our members, is advocacy to the European
Commission. LIBER has taken a lead in advocating for Text and Data Mining (TDM). Text and Data Mining is the process of deriving information from machine-read material. It works by copying large quantities of material, extracting the data, and recombining it to identify patterns.
In their report on Text and Data Mining (TDM) for Research, commissioned by the European Commission, the independent expert group on TDM calls for Europe to reform its legal framework in regard to
copyright and database rights in order to ensure the international competitiveness of Europe’s research
base.
LIBER agrees with the conclusions of the report which are that:
1. TDM is an important research technique.
2. TDM represents a significant economic opportunity for Europe.
3. At present, the use of TDM tools by researchers in Europe appears to be lower, and probably significantly lower than is the case in the United States and some other countries in the Americas
and Asia. This reflects, among other factors, disadvantages created by the European legal framework with regard to TDM.
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4. The European legislator needs to re-consider and reform the EU’s legal framework with regard
to copyright, database protection and possibly data privacy, in order to support the international
competitiveness of Europe’s research base.
5. There is a serious risk that Europe’s relative competitive position as a research location for the
exploitation of ‘Big Data’ will deteriorate further, if steps are not taken to address the issues discussed in this report. The results of this might well include a loss of talent and a loss of investment to more favourable research locations.
LIBER is working in tandem with LERU (League of European Research Universities) and other research
bodies to secure a reform of the European copyright frameworks. The EU Report finds that licensing does
not meet the needs of the digital age researcher and that Europe needs a new legal framework in order to
make TDM sufficiently available. Such a framework could incorporate either a specific exception to copyright and database law or a broader change in the form of an open norm or an interpretive instrument.
The report also finds that, in the case of the introduction of an exception for TDM, ‘does not make
sense from a strictly economic point of view to distinguish between the commercial and the non-commercial. The welfare effects of more highly productive research do not recognise the distinction.’

EU Project Developments – Horizon 2020
LIBER continues its successful participation in EU projects, both through the central LIBER Office and
through the participation of LIBER members. LIBER has collaborated with 51 different LIBER members
from 2011 in one or more EU projects (with 36 members at present.
Two new projects, both funded under FP7, are worth special note. PASTEUR4OA is addressing the
known shortcomings and barriers to Open Access policy development in Europe. In FOSTER, Open Access and Open Science principles are seen as an essential part of knowledge creation and sharing. They
directly support the researcher’s need for greater impact, optimum dissemination of research, while also
enabling the engagement of citizen scientists and society at large on societal challenges.
Horizon 2020 is the new research and innovation funding programme for the European Union. LIBER
is identifying project proposals in which LIBER members can bid for project monies. A large bid, led by
OpenAIRE, was submitted in April 2014. If successful, this would give an important role for LIBER in the
development of Open Access infrastructures in Europe, which would support all LIBER members. From
July 2014, when I stand down after my four years as LIBER President, the LIBER Board has honoured me
by asking me to be their Adviser on matters concerning advocacy to the EU and for Horizon 2020. It is a
task which I will willingly take on to support LIBER members.

LIBER MEMBER PARTICIPATION IN EUROPEAN PROJECTS BY COUNTRY IN 2014
(Please note that a number of LIBER members participate in more than one project.)
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Collaborations
A strong feature of LIBER’s mode of working is to forge partnerships and collaborations across Europe.
Links with CERL are strong in the Forum for Digital Cultural Heritage, where the activity is run jointly by
CERL and LIBER. Another strong link has been forged in the last twelve months with LERU (League of
European Research Universities). As well as supporting each other in EU-wide debates on Text and Data
Mining, LIBER made a considerable contribution to the new LERU Roadmap for research data management which was launched in Brussels in January 2014. LIBER also provided speakers for the LERU Seminar
on Open Scholarship, again in Brussels in June 2014.

Our Members, Sponsors and Friends

John Flaxman. Collins the Poet contemplating the Holy Bible. 1795
Flaxman Gallery, UCL (University College London) Library Services

It only remains for me to commend the LIBER Annual Conference in Riga as a space for networking, discussion, learning and friendship. I wish to thank the growing number of staff in the LIBER Office – Izaskun
Lacunza, Susan Reilly, Yvonne Stigter, Friedel Grant, Marieke Willems, and Dan North. To my colleagues
on the LIBER Executive Board, I wish to extend my thanks for their hard work, support and advice in helping to further LIBER’s work as the principal research library grouping in Europe. I wish especially to thank
our Gold and Silver sponsors, without whose support it would not be possible to continue our ambitious
programme of work.
I send my best wishes to all LIBER members, especially to those who have travelled to Riga for the 2014
LIBER Annual Conference; and to our Latvian hosts for hosting us in the new National Library of Latvia.
The settings for the LIBER Annual Conferences have now become essential meeting places for librarians in European research libraries, where they can network, exchange ideas, attend thought-provoking
Conference sessions, and build partnerships which will develop after the Conference ends.
I wish you all a happy and enjoyable visit to Riga.

Paul Ayris
President of LIBER
May 2014
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Welcome from the
National Library of Latvia
Dear LIBER 2014 Conference delegates
Cicero has two sayings: ‘If you have a garden and a library, you
have everything you need’ and ‘A home without books is like a
body without a soul’. Paradoxically, at this moment both aphorisms can be attributed to the new National Library of Latvia
(NLL). I dare to say that the building is awaiting its books or,
rather, its contents. It is an excellent place for collections of
books and events and, most importantly, for visitors and staff. It
has comfort and technology, light and knowledge.
We have thought a lot about how to make people encounter
knowledge in the Library, so that readers, partners and staff can
all participate in the meaningful transfer of knowledge. My colleague, Daves Lankes, says: ‘What will kill our profession is not e-books, Amazon, or Google, but a lack of
imagination.’ So we will not only have traditional services but also events reflecting the wider context. We
will not only use reading rooms but a conference centre, exhibition halls, classrooms, a book museum and,
of course, the Imants Ziedonis concert hall. Our main criterion for success is that after the first visit people
will find a reason to come to the Library again and again, in other words ‘to create a positive experience of
visiting the Library’.
In the digital age we can and wish to have access to our information whenever and wherever we need
it. Everyone can visit us regardless of where they are on the planet. It is our duty to ensure long-term access
to the entirety of published sources in both traditional and digital form connected to the name of Latvia.
We want to be useful to all libraries in Latvia by sharing information, data, and our knowledge. Anyone
from any library in Latvia must feel at home here. The National Library is equipped to act as ‘a digitisation
competence centre for cultural heritage’ for all memory institutions seeking this service.
Most importantly, I am certain that we have an excellent team. We have chosen three values together:
 Openness – any NLL visitor is a welcome guest and NLL is open to co-operation
 Competence and enthusiasm – NLL employees are competent in their field of activity and are
able to help customers and partners
 Quality – NLL services are provided at the highest level and our customers and partners are satisfied with our work.
It is a great honour for the National Library of Latvia that the first major international event in our new
library premises is the LIBER 43rd Annual Conference on ‘Research Libraries in the 2020 Information
Landscape’. I am very glad that we can share with you the joy of the long-awaited acquisition of our new
‘home’.

Andris Vilks
Director of the
National Library of Latvia
May 2014
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LIBER Organisation
LIBER Executive Board

Board Members

President
Dr Paul Ayris
UCL (University College London), UK
p.ayris@ucl.ac.uk

Mr Lluis Anglada
Comissió de Biblioteques de les Universitats de
Catalunya, Catalonia, Spain
lluis.anglada@csuc.cat

Vice-President
Ms Kristiina Hormia-Poutanen
National Library of Finland
kristiina.hormia@helsinki.fr

Mr Kurt De Belder
Leiden University Libraries, The Netherlands
k.f.k.de.belder@library.leidenuniv.nl
Dr Claudia Fabian
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Germany
claudia.fabian@bsb-muenchen.de

Secretary-General
Dr Ann Matheson, Edinburgh, UK
a.matheson@tinyworld.co.uk

Ms Jeannette Frey
Bibliothèque Cantonales et Universitaire (BCU)
Lausanne, Switzerland
jeannette.frey@bcu.unil.ch

Treasurer
Dr Matthijs Van Otegem
Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands
vanotegem@ubib.eur.nl

Mr Julien Roche
Lille 1 University Library, France
julien.roche@univ-lille1.fr

Steering Committee Chairs

Dr Márta Virágos
Debrecen University Library, Hungary
marta@lib.unideb.hr

Scholarly Communication and Research
Infrastructures
Professor Dr Norbert Lossau
Göttingen State and University Library, Germany
norbert.lossau@zvw.uni-goettingen.de

Mr Andris Vilks
National Library of Latvia
andris.vilks@lnb.lv

Reshaping the Research Library
Acting Chair (to 1 July 2014)
Dr Paul Ayris
UCL (University College London), UK
p.ayris@ucl.ac.uk

Fora Chairs
Digital Cultural Heritage Forum
Dr Claudia Fabian
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Germany
claudia.fabian@bsb-muenchen.de

Advocacy and Communications
Mr Wilhelm Widmark
Stockholm University Library
wilhelm.widmark@sub.su.se

Architecture Forum
Dr Ulrich Niederer
Zentral- & Hochschulbibliothek, Switzerland
ulrich.niederer@zhbluzern.ch

Committee Chairs
Finance Committee
Dr Matthijs Van Otegem
Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands
vanotegem@ubib.eur.nl
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LIBER Office / Programme Committee
Executive Director
Dr Izaskun Lacunza
izaskun.lacunza@kb.nl

Dr Kurt De Belder
Leiden University Libraries, The Netherlands
k.f.k.de.belder@library.leidenuniv.nl

Advocacy and Projects Manager
Ms Susan Reilly
susan.reilly@kb.nl

Mr Julien Roche
Lille 1 University Library, France
julien.roche@univ-lille1.fr

Communications Officer
Ms Friedel Grant
friedel.grant@kb.nl

Ms Elena Macevičiūtė
University of Borås, Sweden, and Vilnius,
Lithuania
elena.maceviciute@gmail.com

Communications Officer (EU Projects)
Ms Marieke Willems
marieke.willems@kb.nl

Ms Kristina Pai
University of Tartu Library, Estonia
kristina.pai@ut.ee

Projects Officer
Dr Dan North
dan.north@kb.nl

Ms Susan Reilly
LIBER
susan.reilly@kb.nl

Assistant to Executive Director
Ms Yvonne Stigter
yvonne.stigter@kb.nl

Mr Bo Öhrström
Danish Agency for Libraries and Media, Denmark
boe@bibliotekogmedier.dk
Mr Johan Rademakers
Leuven University/LIBIS, Belgium
johan.rademakers@libis.kuleuven.be

LIBER Programme Committee
Chair
Ms Kristiina Hormia-Poutanen
National Library of Finland
kristiina.hormia@helsinki.fi

Ms Jeannette Frey
BCU Lausanne, Switzerland
jeannette.frey@bcu.unil.ch
Dr Sylvia Van Peteghem
Ghent University, Belgium
sylvia.vanPeteghem@UGent.be

Coordinator
Dr Izaskun Lacunza
LIBER
izaskun.lacunza@kb.nl

Ms Anna Lunden
Royal Library, Sweden
anna.lunden@kb.se

Members
Dr Ann Matheson
LIBER
a.matheson@tinyworld.co.uk

Mr Marc Martinez
Lyon 3 Jean Moulin University, France
marc.martinez@univ-lyon3.fr

Dr Claudia Fabian
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Germany
claudia.rabian@bsb-muenchen.de

Ms Maria Cassella
University of Turin, Italy
maria.cassella@unito.it
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Mr Adam Sofronijevic
Svetozar Markovic Library, Serbia
sofronijevic@unilib.bg.ac.rs

Mr Martin Moyle
University College London, United Kingdom
m.moyle@ucl.ac.uk

Mr Wilhelm Widmark
University of Stockholm, Sweden
wilhelm.widmark@sub.su.se

Mr Thanos Giannakopoulos
International Atomic Energy Agency, Austria
a.giannakopoulos@iaea.org

Mr Giannis Tsakonas
University of Patras, Greece
gtsak@upatras.gr

Ms Jana Ķikāne
National Library of Latvia
jana.kikane@lnb.lv

Dr Birgit Schmidt
Göttingen State and University Library, Germany
bschmidt@sub.uni-goettingen.de

LIBER 2014: Riga Organising Committee
Andris Vilks
Director
National Library of Latvia
(Organisation)

Līga Ginča / Viktorija Eltermane
(Finance)
Ilze Kalnbērziņa-Prā / Anete Krūmiņa
(Printed Programme Design)

Dzintra Mukāne
Executive Director
National Library of Latvia
(Organisation)

Anita Rašmane
(Printed Programme Layout)
Staff of the Marketing and Communication,
Information Technology and Maintenance
Departments

Viktorija Moskina
(Conference Management)
Anita Egle-Bērtiņa
(Social Programme)

Iveta Gudakovska
Library of the University of Latvia
(Conference Working Group, Library Tours)

Antra Indriksone
(Website)

Aija Janbicka
Riga Technical University Scientific Library
(Conference Working Group, Library Tours)

Ginta Zalcmane
(Professional Exhibition)
Solveiga Ķīkule
(Printed Programme)

Sarmīte Krauze
Riga Technical University Scientific Library
(Conference Working Group, Library Tours)

Dace Ūdre
(Conference Support)

Staff of the Library of the University of Latvia
and Riga Technical University Scientific Library
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Important Information
All Conference sessions will take place in the National Library of Latvia’s new building
(Mukusalas iela 3, Riga), www.lnb.lv.
For the social programme venues, please consult the ‘Social Programme’ section.

Registration and Information
Desk

Posters and Trade Exhibition
There will be an area for the display of Posters on
Level 0 for the duration of the Conference.
The Trade/Professional Exhibition will take
place on Level 1 next to the Cloakroom and Concert Hall.

The local organisers and a LIBER representative
will be available during opening hours.
The Registration and Information Desk is located at the entrance of the National Library of
Latvia’s new building.

The ‘1514. Book. 2014’
Exhibition

Opening Hours
Wednesday 2 July
Thursday 3 July		
Friday 4 July		

08:00–19:00
08:30–19:00
08:30–17:00

Please see page 63.

Computer Room

Phone: +371 67 365 250

Library workstations on all Levels from Level
Mezzanine to Level 3 will be available for Conference participants on each Conference day.
Library WiFi connections (350) are available
throughout the Conference Centre on Level 1 and
Level 0. Please contact the Information Desk to
obtain a login and password.

Name Tags
Please make sure that you wear your name tag at
all Conference events. Your LIBER name tag will
be your entrance pass to the Conference Reception on 3 July.

Meals

Certificate of Attendance

Coffee breaks and lunches are provided for all registered participants. Coffee and buffet lunches
will be provided on Level 0 of the Conference
Centre. Vegetarian options will be available for all
meals.

Certificates of attendance for those who require
them will be available from the LIBER representative at the Information Desk from the afternoon
of Thursday 3 July.

Cloakroom

Conference Photograph

A cloakroom is located on Level 1.

The Conference photograph will be taken before
the start of the Conference Reception (3 July) at
the Small Guild (Amatu iela 3/5). Please gather at
the Grand Hall at 18:30.

Sessions
All Conference sessions are open to registered
participants unless the programme marks them
as ‘closed’ or ‘invited only’ sessions.
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Trade/Professional Exhibition

LIBER Gold and Silver Sponsors

LIBER Gold and Silver Sponsors

1
21
32
3
4
4
5

ExLibris
ExLibris
Springer
Springer
EBSCO
EBSCO
ProQuest
ProQuest
TIND

5 TIND

LIBER
LIBER2014
2014Sponsors
Sponsors
A ACCUCOMS
A ACCUCOMS
B CCS GmbH
B CCS GmbH
CC The
Library
TheEuropean
European
Library
DD BioOne
BioOne
EE SKS
SKS–-BiblioBoard
BiblioBoard
F F Royal
Chemistry
RoyalSociety
Societyofof
Chemistry
ContentraTechnologies
Technologies
GG Contentra
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Social Programme
Wednesday 2 July
15.30–17.30
Guided Walking Tour of Riga
For accompanying persons only!
Meeting point: Registration Desk in the National Library of Latvia’s new building (Muku
salas iela 3, Riga).
The asymmetric architectonic image also reflects some characteristics of German Art Nouveau. The decorative panels were created by the
famous Latvian artist, Jānis Rozentāls, in a complex and colourful mosaic art technique. Displayed in the centre are allegorical images from
Latvian folklore – Pērkons (God of Thunder), Potrimps (the helpmate of the God of Thunder) and
Pīkols (God of Destruction and Death) – which
symbolise cultural values – beauty, strength and
wisdom. The compositions on the avant-corps,
‘The Greeting of the Sun’ and ‘By the Spring’, symbolise ways of achieving these goals – Art, Science,
Agriculture and Industry.
The Riga Latvian Society was founded in 1868
and is the oldest officially-founded Latvian organisation. Its history, however, began in the first half
of the 19th century, when intellectuals of the first
Latvian National Awakening joined forces to
unite the Latvian nation in a city traditionally
governed by Baltic Germans. The Riga Latvian Society had an important role in establishing the Republic of Latvia in 1918.

Riga is both the capital and the largest city in Latvia. With 693,064 inhabitants, Riga is the largest
city in the Baltic states and home to more than a
third of Latvia’s population. The city lies on the
Gulf of Riga, at the mouth of the Daugava River.
Riga was founded in 1201 and is a former member of the Hanseatic League. The historical centre
of Riga is a UNESCO World Heritage Site, noted
for its Art Nouveau architecture and 19th-century
wooden architecture. Riga is also the 2014 European Capital of Culture (along with Umeå in Sweden).
A guided walk through the Old Town will acquaint you with the main places of interest: explore Dome Square with its world-famous Dome
Cathedral, St Peter’s Church and St Jacob’s
Church, Jacob’s Kazarms, Powder Tower, Freedom Monument, the Latvian National Opera
house and many other interesting tourist spots.
Riga – City of Inspiration!

19.30–23.00
Conference Dinner
Riga Latvian Society House Grand Hall
Merķeļa iela 13, Riga
The Riga Latvian Society House (Rīgas Latviešu
biedrības nams) was the first building in Riga built
in the neoclassical style. The facade is distinguished by polished granite columns with small
ionic capitals in portals and the clarity of classical
forms throughout.
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house now operates as a cultural and folk art centre and houses a variety of cultural organisations – children, young and senior amateur
groups, vocal ensembles, popular applied arts and
fine arts studios, amateur theatres, instrumental
bands and a folklore group.

Thursday 3 July
18.30–21.30
Conference Reception

Friday 4 July

Small Guild
Amatu iela 3/5, Riga

14.15–17.00
Library Tours
Please register at the Conference venue from
2 July onwards. Please note that you cannot re
gister for the library tours as part of the Confe
rence registration process.
The meeting point for all library tours is the
registration desk in the National Library of
Latvia’s new building (Mukusalas iela 3, Riga).
National Library of Latvia
Tour of the National Library of Latvia’s new building – the ‘Castle of Light’
Tour Duration: 90 minutes
First Group:
14.15–15.45
Second Group: 15.15–16.45

The Riga Small Guild, or the Guild of St John (Die
Kleine Gilde zu Riga, Sankt-Johannis-Gilde), was a
fraternity of master craftsmen which was active
from 1352 to 1936, when the Chamber of Crafts
was founded.
The interior of the Small Guild is noteworthy
and abundant. The hall, lobby and staircase floors
are lined with terrazzo mosaics. All the windows
in the house are of artistic colourful stained glass,
specifically made and ordered from Hanover. The
pointed tree fringes on the door and window boxes are embellished with aphorisms and sayings
painted in Gothic letters.
Today, the Small Guild is used for festive
events, business meetings, conferences, presentations, balls and concerts. The former craftsmen

University of Latvia Library
Tour of the newly restored Kerkovius’s House –
the central building of the University of Latvia Library
Tour Duration: 90 minutes
First Group:
14.15–16.00
(14.30 start for those delegates who wish to
make their way independently to the Library.)
Second Group: 15.15–17.00
(15.30 start for those delegates who wish to
make their way independently to the Library.)
The Scientific Library of Riga Technical
University
Tour of the central building of the University of
Scientific Library of Riga Technical University
Tour Duration: 90 minutes
First Group:
14.15–16.00
Second Group: 15.15–17.00
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Second Part

Saturday 5 July
8.30
Conference Excursion
Meeting Point: In front of the Conference
venue – the National Library of Latvia’s new
building (Mukusalas iela 3, Riga).
Duration: Day excursion – approximately 9
hours (18.00 arrival back in Riga).

Rundale Palace is one of the two major baroque palaces built for the Dukes of Courland.
The palace was built in two periods, from 1736 to
1740 and from 1764 to 1768. It is situated at Pilsrundale, 12 km west of Bauska.

First Part

Guided Tour and Visit to the Rose Garden

Jelgava Palace, or Mitava Palace, is the largest
Baroque palace in the Baltic states. Based on a design by Bartolomeo Rastrelli, it was built in the
18th century as a residence for the Dukes of Courland in their capital, Mitava (present day Jelgava)
in Latvia.

The Rundale Palace’s rose gardens are set in
9,000 square metres of territory, with over 20,000
roses in bloom. Rundale Palace has a magical atmosphere in July and August, as its beautiful rose
gardens are also in full bloom.
The gardens feature many types of roses, which
are arranged chronologically, thematically and
decoratively throughout. The roses are arranged
to tell the story of the roses grown at the palace’s
gardens throughout different periods of history.

Visit to the Royal Family Tombs

Third Part
Lunch at the White House – the Servants’
House at Rundale Palace.
The tombs of Dukes date all the way back to
1582. Today, there are 21 sarcophagi made of metal, and nine wooden coffins containing the remains of 24 members of the Kettler dynasty and
six representatives of the Biron dynasty, all whom
died between 1569 and 1791.
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Pre-Conference Programme
Sunday 29 June 2014

Tuesday 1 July 2014

Leadership Seminar

Leadership Seminar

16:00–18:30 Leadership Seminar (by invitation)

08:30–11:00 Leadership Seminar (by invitation)

Room: Level 8, Room 807

Room: Level 8, Room 807

11:00–11:30 Coffee Break

Room: Level 8, Room 805

Monday 30 June 2014

11:30–13:00 Leadership Seminar (by invitation)
Room: Level 8, Room 807

13:00–14:00 Lunch
14:00–18:00 Leadership Seminar (by invitation)

Leadership Seminar

Room: Level 8, Room 807

08:30–10:30 Leadership Seminar (by invitation)
Room: Level 8, Room 807

LIBER Committees and
Executive Board Meetings

10:30–11:00 Coffee Break

Room: Level 8, Room 805

11:00–13:00 Leadership Seminar (by invitation)
Room: Level 8, Room 807

09:00–10:30 LIBER Executive Board Meeting

13:00–14:00 Lunch
14:00–15:30 Leadership Seminar (by invitation)

(by invitation)
Room: Level 0, Room 075

10:30–11:00 Coffee Break

Room: Level 8, Room 807

Room: Level 0, Room 075

15:30–16:00 Coffee Break

11:00–12:30 LIBER Executive Board Meeting

Room: Level 8, Room 805

(by invitation)
Room: Level 0, Room 075

16:00–18:00 Leadership Seminar (by invitation)
Room: Level 8, Room 807

12:30–14:00 Lunch
14:00–15:30 Advocacy and Communications
Steering Committee (by invitation)

LIBER Committee Meeting

Room: Level 0, Room 074

14:00–15:30 LIBER Finance Committee

14:00–15:30 Reshaping the Research Library
Steering Committee (by invitation)

(by invitation)
Room: Level 0, Room 075

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (B)

15:30–16:00 Coffee Break

14:00–15:30 Scholarly Communication and
Research Infrastructures Steering
Committee (by invitation)

Room: Level 0, Room 075

16:00–17:00 LIBER Finance Committee
(by invitation)
Room: Level 0, Room 075

Room: Level 0, Room 078

14:00–15:30 Digital Cultural Heritage Forum
(by invitation)
Room: Level 0, Room 076

15:30–16:00 Coffee Break

Room: Level 0

16:00–17:30 Advocacy and Communications
Steering Committee (by invitation)
Room: Level 0, Room 074
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16:00–17:30 Reshaping the Research Library
Steering Committee (by invitation)

10:30–11:00 Coffee

Room: Level 0

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (B)

11:00–12:30 RECODE Workshop

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (A)

16:00–17:30 Scholarly Communication and
Research Infrastructures Steering
Committee (by invitation)

11:00–12:30 Econbiz Workshop

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (D)

Room: Level 0, Room 078

12:30–14:00 Lunch
14:00–15:30 RECODE Workshop

16:00–17:30 Digital Cultural Heritage Forum
(by invitation)
Room: Level 0, Room 076

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (A)

14:00–15:30 Econbiz Workshop

16:00–18:00 LIBER Quarterly Editorial Board
Meeting (by invitation)

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (D)

14:00–15:30 Nereus Workshop

Room: Level 8, Room 809

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (C)

15:30–16:00 Coffee Break

Workshops

Room: Level 0

16:00–17:30 RECODE Workshop

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (A)

09:30–10:30 RECODE Workshop

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (A)

16:00–18:00 Nereus Workshop

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (C)

09:30–10:30 Econbiz Workshop

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (D)

Conference Programme
LIBER Annual Conference. Wednesday 2 July 2014
NOTE: Conference sessions have been organised around themes this year. Please note though that the
theme might not cover all aspects of a given talk, and so we encourage you to check the titles and abstracts for each presentation in order to select those you wish to attend.
08:00
Registration
09:00–10:30 Workshops
Copyright Advocacy Workshop
Room: Level 8, Room 809

Scholarly Communication and Research Infrastructures SC Workshop: ‘Libraries and
Research Data Management – What Works?’

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (A)

Reshaping the Research Library SC Workshop: ‘Making Digitised Collections Available
at the Transnational Level’

Room: Level 8, Room 807

Cultural Digital Heritage Forum Workshop: ‘Digital Cultural Heritage: Sharing Our
Wealth’

Room: Level 0, Room 078

APARSEN Workshop: ‘Usability and Accessibility and Aspects of Digital Preservation’

Room: Level 0, Room 076
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SPARC Europe/LIBER Joint Workshop on the FOSTER and PASTEUR4OA Projects:
‘Open Access Policy for Europe: the Implications for European Research Libraries’

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (C)

10:30–11:00 Coffee Break

Room: Level 0

11:00–12:00 Workshops (cont.)
Copyright Advocacy Workshop
Room: Level 8, Room 809

Scholarly Communication and Research Infrastructures SC Workshop: ‘Libraries and
Research Data Management – What Works?’

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (A)

Reshaping the Research Library SC Workshop: ‘Making Digitised Collections Available
at the Transnational Level’

Room: Level 8, Room 807

Cultural Digital Heritage Forum Workshop: ‘Digital Cultural Heritage: Sharing Our
Wealth’

Room: Level 0, Room 078

APARSEN Workshop: ‘Usability and Accessibility and Aspects of Digital Preservation’

Room: Level 0, Room 076

SPARC Europe/LIBER Joint Workshop on the FOSTER and PASTEUR4OA Projects:
‘Open Access Policy for Europe: the Implications for European Research Libraries’

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (C)

12:00–13:00 Copyright Working Group Lunch Meeting (by invitation)
Room: Level 0, Conference Room 075

12:00–13:00 Lunch

Room: Level 0

13:00–14:15 Opening Ceremony

Room: Level 1, Concert Hall

Welcome from Professor Ina Druviete

Minister of Education and Science for the Republic of Latvia

Welcome from Mr Andris Vilks

Director, National Library of Latvia

Reply by Dr Paul Ayris

President of LIBER

Opening of Meeting of Participants
13:30–14:00 On the Power of the Word and the Imagination
Invited Speaker: Dr Vaira Vīķe-Freiberga, President of Latvia (1999–2007),
President, World Leadership Alliance/Club de Madrid, Latvia
Chair: Paul Ayris, UCL (University College London), UK

14:00–14:15 Discussion
14:15–15:00 Plenary Session
Room: Level 1, Concert Hall

14:15–14:45 Flow and Friction
Invited Speaker: Ms Rachel Frick, Council on Library and Information Resources,
USA
Chair: Kristiina Hormia–Poutanen, National Library of Finland

14:45–15:00 Discussion
15:00–15:30 Coffee Break
Room: Level 0
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15:30–16:30 Session 1: Crowdsourcing and Open Source

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 81 (A)
Chair: Julien Roche, Lille 1 University Library

15:30–15:55 1.1 Making an Impact on Research and Society, a Case Study: Crowdsourcing Solutions Developed for Linguistic Research and Citizen Science
Jussi-Pekka Hakkarainen, National Library of Finland, Finland
16:00–16:25 1.2 Evaluating Open Source Software – A New Library System for Finnish
Libraries in Sight
Petteri Kivimäki, National Library of Finland, Finland
15:30–16:30 Session 2: Linked Open Data
Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (B)
Chair: Kristiina Hormia-Poutanen, National Library of Finland

15:30–15:55 2.1 Insights and Outcomes from the Experience of The European Library
and Research Libraries UK in Providing Linked Open Data
Nuno Freire, The European Library, The Netherlands;
Michael Mertens, Research Libraries UK (RLUK), UK
15:30–16:30 Session 3: Innovation
Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (C)
Chair: Wolfram Horstmann, Göttingen State and University Library

15:30–15:55 3.1 Innovation and Ice Cream – Leadership, Strategy and Engagement at
the Heart of Innovation at the University of Manchester Library
Lorraine Joanne Beard, Nick Campbell, University of Manchester, UK
16:00–16:25 3.2 Gamification in Academic Libraries: Level 1 – Why and the Basics of
How
Adam Sofronijevic, ‘Svetozar Markovic’ University Library, and University of
Belgrade, Serbia
15:30–16:30 Session 4: Open Access
Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (D)
Chair: Izaskun Lacunza, LIBER

15:30–15:55 4.1 Whose Property Is It Anyway? Part 1: How Do Changes to UK
Copyright Law Enhance Access to Research and Stimulate Green Open
Access to Scholarly Research Outputs?
Laurence Bebbington, University of Aberdeen, UK
16:00–16:25 4.2 Whose Property Is It Anyway? Part 2: The Challenges in Supporting
the UK’s Main Research Funder Agendas which Seek to Ensure that the
Outputs from Publicly-Funded Research are Published Open Access
Chris Banks, Imperial College London, UK
16:30–17:30 Special Open Session
Room: Level 1, Concert Hall

Horizon 2020: Opportunities for Research Libraries

Panellists:

Susan Reilly, LIBER, The Netherlands
Jarkko Siren, European Commission, Belgium
Lars Bjørnshauge, SPARC Europe
Giannis Tsakonas, University of Patras, Greece

Chair: Paul Ayris, UCL (University College London), UK

19:30–23:00 Conference Dinner

Riga Latvian Society House Grand Hall, Merķeļa iela 13, Riga
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LIBER Annual Conference. Thursday 3 July 2014
09:00–10:30 Session 5: Improved Access to Information

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (A)
Chair: Márta Virágos, Debrecen University Library

09:00–09:25 5.1 Connecting Systems for Better Services Around Special Collections
Saskia van Bergen, Leiden University Library, The Netherlands
09:30–09:55 5.2 Improving Library Interaction for Patrons Through User Experience (UX)
Anthony James O’Kelly, British Columbia Institute of Technology, Canada
10:00–10:25 5.3 Our Users Who Settle for Less – Ensuring Usable Accessibility for
Blind Users of a Digital Library
Heli J. Kautonen, National Library of Finland, Finland
09:00–10:30 Session 6: Digital Sustainability
Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (B)
Chair: Claudia Fabian, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek

09:00–09:25 6.1 Implementing an Interoperability Framework for Persistent Identifier
Systems
Maurizio Lunghi, Fondazione Rinascimento Digitale, Italy
09:30–09:55 6.2 Digital Preservation Costs – Worse than Counting Calories
Yvonne Friese, Leibniz Information Centre for Economics, Germany
10:00–10:25 6.3 Digital Curation at ETH-Bibliothek: From a Survey to a CustomerOriented Service for Researchers
Arlette Piguet, ETH Zurich, ETH Libraries and Collections, Switzerland
09:00–10:30 Session 7: Future and Emerging Technologies
Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (C)
Chair: Lluis Anglada, Commission of University Libraries of Catalonia (CSUC)

09:00–09:25 7.1 AnalogIST/ezPAARSE : Analysing Locally Gathered Logfiles to
Determine Users’ Accesses to Subscribed e–Resources
Thomas Jouneau, Université de Lorraine, France
09:30–09:55 7.2 Going Digital in the Closed Stacks – Library Logistics with a Smart Phone
Eva Dahlbäck, Stockholm University Library, Sweden
10:00–10:25 7.3 The ‘Lituanistika’ Database as a Research Infrastructure for Lithuanian
Studies
Lina Blovesciuniene, Vytautas Magnus University Library, Research Council of
Lithuania, Lithuania;
Anatanas Streimikis, Lithuanian Academic Libraries Directors’ Association,
Kaunas University of Technology, Lithuania
09:00–10:30 Session 8: Open Access
Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (D)
Chair: Ann Matheson, LIBER

09:00–09:25 8.1 Open Access Publishing and Research Evaluation: New Roles for
Research Libraries
Paul Ayris, UCL (University College London), UK
09:30–09:55 8.2 Supporting Open Access for Monographs
Eelco Ferwerda, OAPEN Foundation, The Netherlands
10:00–10:25 8.3 Lessons Learned from the Launch of a Free Service Supporting
Publishing in Art History
James Shulman, ARTstor, USA
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10:30–11:00 Coffee Break

Room: Level 0

11:00–11:45 Plenary Session

Room: Level 1, Concert Hall

11:00–11:30 The e-Book Phenomenon and its Impact
Invited Speaker: Professor Thomas Daniel Wilson, University of Borås, Sweden
Chair: Wilhelm Widmark, Stockholm University Library

11:30–11:45 Discussion
11:45–12:00 Presentation of Posters I (1 min. per poster)

Room: Level 1, Concert Hall
Chair: Wilhelm Widmark, Stockholm University Library

12:00–13:15 Lunch

Room: Level 0

12:30–13:15 The European Library Lunch Meeting
TEL (The European Library) Me More: Your Library and Open Data
Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (D)

12:00–12:30 Conference Programme Committee Meeting (by invitation only)
Room: Level 0, Room 076

13:15–13:45 Sponsor: Strategy Update
Room: Level 1, Concert Hall

13:15–13:45 How Do Academic Users Search? And How Can We Help Them Find What
They Want?
Tamar Sadeh, Ex Libris
Chair: Matthijs van Otegem, Erasmus University Library

13:45–14:30 Plenary Session

Room: Level 1, Concert Hall

13:45–14:15 Crowdsourcing Content Management: Challenges and Opportunities
Invited Speaker: Dr Elena Simperl, University of Southampton, UK
Chair: Matthijs van Otegem, Erasmus University Library

14:15–14:30 Discussion
14:30–14:45 Presentation of posters II (1 min. per poster)

Room: Level 1, Concert Hall
Chair: Matthijs van Otegem, Erasmus University Library

14:45–15:15 Coffee Break

Room: Level 0

15:15–16:30 Meeting of Participants

Room: Level 1, Concert Hall

16:30–17:30 Panel Discussion with LIBER Conference Guests
Room: Level 1, Concert Hall

Research Libraries in the 2020 Information Landscape

Panellists:

Dr Clifford Lynch, Director, CNI
Professor Ulf Göranson, Chairman, CERL
Mr Klaus-Peter Böttger, President, EBLIDA
Dr Elliott Shore, Director, ARL
Ms Rachel Frick, Council on Library and Information Resources, USA
Chair: Julien Roche, Lille 1 University Library
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17:30–18:30 LIBER Executive Board (by invitation)
Room: Level 0, Room 075

18:30–21:30 Conference Reception

Small Guild, Amatu iela 3/5, Riga

The Conference Photograph wll be taken at the start of the Conference Reception.

LIBER Annual Conference. Friday 4 July 2014
09:00–10:30 Session 9: Open Access

Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (A)
Chair: Jeannette Frey, Bibliothèque Cantonale et Universitaire (BCU)

09:00–09:25 9.1 From Services to Partnering: A New Strategy for OA Publishing in
Utrecht University Library
Inge Werner, Utrecht University Library, The Netherlands
09:30–09:55 9.2 A New Service to Academia: Quality Open Access Market
Saskia C.J. de Vries, Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen, The Netherlands
10:00–10:25 9.3 Open Access: Aligning Library Services for Scholarly Publishing and
User Needs
Margo Bargheer, Göttingen State and University Library, Germany
09:00–10:30 Session 10: New Skills for Librarians
Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (B)
Chair: Andris Vilks, National Library of Latvia

09:00–09:25 10.1 Mobilizing Invisible Library Assets for Innovative Research Support
in the 2020 Information Landscape
Sheila Mary Corrall, University of Pittsburgh, USA
09:30–09:55 10.2 Librarians’ Competencies in Support of E–Research and Scholarly
Communication
Iryna Kuchma, Stichting eIFL.net (EIFL), Italy
10:00–10:25 10.3 Developing Data Literacy Competencies to Enhance Faculty
Collaborations
Don MacMillan, University of Calgary, Canada
09:00–10:30 Session 11: Research Infrastructures
Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (C)
Chair: Wilhelm Widmark, Stockholm University Library

09:00–09:25 11.1 Data Governance in E–Science
Raquel Bairrão, OINESC–ID/Técnico, University of Lisbon, Portugal
09:30–09:55 11.2 Supporting Good Practice in Research Data Management:
Edinburgh’s Experience
Robin Charlotte Rice, University of Edinburgh, UK
10:00–10:25 11.3 Global Alignment of Repository Networks
Kathleen Shearer, Confederation of Open Access Repositories
09:00–10:30 Session 12: Legal Aspects
Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (D)
Chair: Susan Reilly, LIBER

09:00–09:25 12.1 The Regulation of Text and Data Mining
Melanie Dulong de Rosnay, CNRS, France
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09:30–09:55 12.2 From Research Library to Research Lab: the Case of the National
Library of Norway
Jon Arild Olsen, National Library of Norway, Norway
10:00–10:25 12.3 Digital Collections at Work. Radio and Television Collections
Online – A Case Study from Denmark
Tonny Skovgård Jensen, State and University Library, Aarhus, Denmark
10:30–11:00 Coffee Break
Room: Level 0

11:00–11:45 Plenary Session

Room: Level 1, Concert Hall

11:00–11:30 Copyright, Open Science, and Challenges for Research Libraries
Invited Speaker: Dr Andres Guadamuz, University of Sussex, UK
Chair: Jeannette Frey, Bibliothèque Cantonale et Universitaire (BCU)

11:30–11:45 Discussion
11:45–12:00 Library Award for Library Innovation

Room: Level 1, Concert Hall
Chair: Izaskun Lacunza, LIBER

12:00–13:00 Sponsor: Strategy Update

Room: Level 1, Concert Hall
Chair: Izaskun Lacunza, LIBER

12:00–12:30 The World is Changing for the Researcher: What Can We Do?
Wouter Haak, Elsevier, The Netherlands
12:30–13:00 Springer – Your Link to the Future
Timon Oefelein, Springer, Germany
13:00–14:00 Closing of the Conference and Farewell Reception
Room: Level 1, Concert Hall

14:15–17:00 Library Tours

LIBER Annual Conference. Saturday 5 July 2014
08:30–18:00 Conference Excursion: ‘Jelgava–Rundale’
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Posters
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

Europeana Sounds: A Gateway to Europe’s Sound and Music Collections
Marion Ansel, National Library of France, France
Europeana Cloud: A New Cloud-based System for Europeana and Its Aggregators
Friedel Grant, LIBER, The Netherlands
Library Linked Data in Latvia
Uldis Bojars, National Library of Latvia, Latvia
FOSTER – Training the Next Generation of Researchers for Open Science
Birgit Schmidt, University of Göttingen, Germany
Eloy Rodrigues, University of Minho, Portugal
Just How (Re)usable is Research Data? A Legal Perspective: A Poster Summarizing the
Recommendations of the OpenAIRE Legal and Licensing Study
Birgit Schmidt, University of Göttingen, Germany
Publishing Support and Stockholm University Press – Infrastructure in the Making
Martin Wincent, Stockholm University Library, Sweden
The Impact Centre of Competence in Digitisation
Marion Borowski, Fraunhofer IAIS, Germany
Marion Ansel, Bibliothèque nationale de France
RFID Technology in the Scientific Library of Riga Technical University
Oksana Zaiceva, Scientific Library of Riga Technical University, Latvia
National Collaboration – A Roadmap for Preserving Estonian Cultural Heritage
Liisi Lembinen, University of Tartu Library, Estonia
High-Impact Open-Access Journals
Mari Vállez, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya, Spain
Voluntary Deposit and Institutional Open Access Culture
Tanya Stoyanova, New Bulgarian University, Bulgaria
E-BASS25: From Project to Service
Thomas Baldwin, M25 Consortium of Academic Libraries, UK
National Information Infrastructure for Research and Development in Slovakia – the NISPEZ
and NISPEZ II Projects
Ján Turňa, Slovak Centre of Scientific and Technical Information, Slovak Republic
Developing Strategies to Ensure Compliance with Funders’ Open Access Requirements
Dace Rozenberga, Royal Holloway, University of London, UK
Europeana Newspapers Browsing Tool
Marieke Willems, LIBER, The Netherlands
How to Redesign a Virtual Library Website: A Case Study
Mireia Perez Cervera, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya, Spain
The RTU Scientific Library – A Step to the Future
Jolanta Ivanova, Riga Technical University Scientific Library, Latvia
Leaving the Safe Harbour: Repositioning the University of Maribor Library in the LMS
Dunja Legat, University of Maribor Library, Slovenia
How We Made e-Theses More Visible
Tatjana Timotijevic, Department of Scientific Information, National Library of Serbia, Belgrade,
Serbia
Authorship Roles in the Biomedical Field: Defining a New Model
Mathilde Panes, Faculty of Medicine, Medical Library, Lausanne, Switzerland
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Workshops
Advocacy and Communications Steering Commitee Workshop:
Copyright Advocacy
Room: Level 8, Room 809

A skills-focused workshop on building effective copyright advocacy strategies. The workshop will be delivered with reference to national reform consultations, the EU copyright consultation and international
advocacy at the World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO).
Overview: Libraries around the world are increasingly coming into conflict with copyright laws that
restrict or do not take into account the services they provide and their public interest mission. To effect
positive copyright policy and changes in legislation, libraries must develop the skills to engage with policy-makers and advocate effectively on their issues.
This workshop focuses on strategies and practical skills for libraries in building effective copyright advocacy campaigns. It primarily considers topical digital copyright issues affecting libraries, including text
and data mining, digital content licensing and mass digitisation. The workshop will be delivered within
the framework of the LIBER Advocacy and Communications Steering Committee, by representatives of
IFLA with extensive experience of copyright reform at national, regional and international level. The skills
developed in this workshop could equally be applied to other policy issues affecting libraries, privacy and
internet censorship, community development and government funding.
The workshop will include:
 Brief presentations from experienced copyright advocates on recent reform consultations, and
the lessons learned
 Group work on planning copyright campaigns, identifying audiences for communications and
key messages

Scholarly Communication and Research Infrastructures
Steering Committee Workshop:
Libraries and Research Data Management – What Works?
Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (A)

A number of libraries across Europe have taken initial steps in the field of research data management. This
has primarily involved developing support services and infrastructures to serve researchers’ needs and
training sessions which have targeted librarians’ skills sets. Over the last year, LIBER’s Steering Committee
on Scholarly Communication and Research Infrastructures has collected a range of case studies investigating current practices in research libraries. Based on this examination of current practices in libraries, this
workshop will provide a forum for discussing goals, strategies, and initial experiences. Lessons learned and
follow-up questions from the studies will also be highlighted.
Questions covered by the workshop will be:
 What main goals have you identified when developing your data management strategy? Any of
LIBER’s 10 recommendations for RDM in libraries? How do your stakeholders benefit and contribute?
 How do you activate staff for this new area of activity? Are new staff hired or do you rely on current staff skills?
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 What training strategies have been tested, and how does this link to on-going/future RDM services? Are staff actually using these new skills? What roles do you envision? (Are there any role
models for them to follow?)
 Is hosting research data part of your general RD strategy/policy?

Reshaping the Research Library Steering Committee Workshop:
Making Digitised Collections Available at Transnational Level
Room: Level 8, Room 807

Participants: Mike Furlough, Alastair Dunning, Andrea Langendoen, Paul Ayris,
Tita van der Werf and Jeff Mixter
Chair: Julien Roche
The Reshaping the Research Library Steering Committee organizes this workshop focused on making
digitised collections available at transnational level. Over the last few years, there have been a number of
(inter-)national initiatives to integrate digitized collections and make them available to the academic community. For instance, these include the Dutch ‘Delpher’ and the HathiTrust. This workshop aims to bring
together research libraries and public/private partners around this topic in order to share and discuss experiences, needs and approaches. Lectures and panel sessions will provide a broad discussion of all the
current models as well as looking at future strategies in this respect.
Workshop programme:
09:00–09:05 Welcome from Julien Roche (Reshaping the Research Library Chair, LIBER)
09:05–09:25 Mike Furlough (HathiTrust)
09:25–09:45 Alastair Dunning (The European Library)
09:45–10:05 Andrea Langendoen (Delpher)
10:05–10:25 Paul Ayris (UCL)
10:30–11:00 Coffee break
11:00–11:20 Titia van der Werf and Jeff Mixter (OCLC-Research)
11:20–12:00 Panel discussion

Digital Cultural Heritage Forum Workshop:
Digital Cultural Heritage: Sharing Our Wealth
Room: Level 0, Room 078

This workshop will focus on sharing our digital cultural heritage materials (digitised and born-digital), by
considering both policy and practice and providing a platform for European co-operation among research
libraries. The Expert Group for Manuscript Librarians and the Security Network are now part of the Consortium of European Research Libraries (CERL). Both – and the former LIBER Maps Expert Group – will
report on their programmes of work, planned activities and co-operation with the LIBER Digital Cultural
Heritage Forum and the LIBER community.
The Digital Cultural Heritage Forum organised the 3rd LIBER Workshop on Digital Curation (Vienna,
19-20 May 2014 – https://liber2014.univie.ac.at/). During this session we will report back on the outcomes
of the Vienna Workshop and will consider initiatives to be taken forward. We also invite you to help us
start planning the 4th Workshop by suggesting topics to address.
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For the third and final section of the workshop we invite you to share your co-operative research projects, future activities, new and inspiring platforms and brilliant plans within the wide area of digital cultural heritage.
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
11:45
12:00

Manuscripts Expert Group (Ivan Boserup, Royal Library, Copenhagen)
Maps Expert Group (Renata Šolar, National and University Library, Ljubljana)
CERL Security Network (Kristian Jensen, British Library, London)
Coffee break
Report on the 3rd LIBER Workshop on Digital Curation (Vienna, 19-20 May 2014) (Saskia

van Bergen, University Library, Leiden and Marian Lefferts, Consortium of European Research Libraries)

CERL in the Coming Years (Marian Lefferts, Consortium of European Research Libraries)
Projects and Proposals, Research and New Initiatives (All)
Lunch

APARSEN Workshop:
Usability and Accessibility and Aspects of Digital Preservation
Room: Level 0, Room 076

The workshop consists of a number of outcomes from the APARSEN Project. APARSEN is a European
project that runs until the end of this year, aimed at the establishment of a Virtual Centre of Excellence on
digital preservation. The project partners gathered expertise on a wide range of digital preservation issues
clustered around four topics: (1) Trust, (2) Sustainability, (3) Accessibility, and (4) Usability. The workshop
is focused on the last two topics covered in the APARSEN Project. The most important outcomes of the
work carried out in the project are presented and discussed in the workshop.
The usability aspect of digital preservation is covered by a presentation on interoperability and intelligibility. The focus in this presentation will be on solutions for semantic interoperability in order to keep
data understandable and processable in the long run.
The accessibility aspect of digital preservation is covered by three presentations. The first contribution
concerns the importance of persistent identifiers to provide durable access to digital objects. More specifically in this presentation attention is paid to an interoperability framework that enables seamless access
to digital objects that have two or more persistent identifiers. Two other contributions in the access topic
concern an analysis of digital rights and access management of digital objects and a presentation on policy
issues relevant for digital preservation. Both presentations pay attention to the outcomes of a survey carried out under the framework of the APARSEN Project.
Workshop programme:
(Each presentation takes 40 minutes and includes at least 15 minutes for discussion.)
09:00–09:10 Introduction to the workshop. Background of the APARSEN project and context of the
topics covered in the workshop
09:10–09:50 Interoperability and Intelligibility (Yannis Kargakis, Forth, Greece)
09:50–10:30 Persistent Identifiers (Maurizio Lunghi, FRD, Italy)
10:30–11:00 Coffee break
11:00–11:40 Digital Rights and Access Management (Stefan Hein, DNB, Germany)
11:40–12:20 Data Policies and Governance (Juha Lehtonen, CSC, Finland)
12:20–12:30 Wrap-up and Conclusions
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SPARC Europe/LIBER Joint Workshop on the FOSTER and
PASTEUR4OA Projects:
Open Access Policy for Europe: the Implications for
European Research Libraries
Room: Level 0, Conference Room 081 (C)

Two new EU-funded projects on Open Access are now under way and we offer an interactive event to
enable librarians to understand the implications of the new H2020 policy and to engage with these two
projects. Both projects have significant benefits for research libraries. They will be able to offer guidance
and practical assistance to libraries in the implementation of the policy and the chance to collaborate on
providing training opportunities.
The workshop will describe their aims and report progress on the projects during the first few months.
The project FOSTER (Facilitate Open Science Training for European Research) is developing training materials and programmes for libraries, policymakers and researchers about Open Access and Open Data. All will
be available online, including the delivery of training courses. In the workshop, we will engage participants
in planning these materials, in testing those already produced and in thinking about how best to ensure
they are taken up and used by the research community.
Project PASTEUR4 OA (Open Access Policy Alignment Strategies for European Research) is a project focused on policy development. Its aims are to raise awareness amongst policymakers and libraries of the
new Horizon 2020 policy, which includes mandatory Open Access and a pilot on Open Data, and to encourage and assist policymakers in Member States and in research institutions that do not yet have a policy on Open Access to develop one, in line with the Recommendation to Member States issued by the
European Commission in July 2012. The workshop will be a chance for librarians to input into discussions
about on-the-ground problems in getting a policy adopted and implemented, and to share success stories
(or otherwise!) and learn from examples of best practice.
We will run the event in ‘World Café’ style, with experts on the various topics presiding at tables. Participants will circulate round the tables according to their particular interests in a series of short, timed
(25–30 minutes) sessions that allow time for questions and discussion of each topic. Among the experts
will be Dr Dan North (LIBER), Lars Bjornshauge, Vanessa Proudman and Dr Alma Swan (SPARC Europe), Dr
Eloy Rodrigues (University of Minho) and Dr Victoria Tsoukala (Greek Documentation Centre).
We will provide a short introduction to the topics at the beginning of the workshop. There will be a
coffee break in the middle of the event, and the table sessions will take place either side of this. At the end
we will have a short wrap-up session to make sure you have learned what you needed to from the event.
We very much look forward to welcoming you at the workshop, answering your questions and enjoying
the discussions with you.
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Abstracts and Presenter Profiles
(1965–1998), she emerged as a prominent spokesperson on
science policy as well as cultural identity and the political
future of the Baltic States.
Dr Vaira Vike-Freiberga returned to her native country
in 1998 to head the Latvian Institute. Less than a year later, she was elected President by the Latvian Parliament in
1999 and re-elected in 2003. She played an instrumental
role in achieving membership of the European Union and
of NATO for Latvia, and she served as a Special Envoy on
UN reform. Since the end of her presidency in 2007, she
has chaired the European Research Council Review Panel
in 2009, was appointed by the European Council as ViceChair of the Reflection group on the long-term future of
Europe, and chaired the high-level group on freedom and
pluralism of the media in the EU (2011–2012). She has
been President of the Club de Madrid of democratically
elected former Heads of State and Government since 2014.
Dr Vike-Freiberga is a member, board member and patron of thirty-two international organisations, including
the World Leadership Alliance, the International Criminal
Court Trust Fund for Victims, the European Council on
Foreign Relations, the Nizami Ganjavi International Centre, as well as four Academies. She has been awarded thirty-four Orders of Merit (1st class) and nineteen honorary
doctorates, as well as many medals, prizes and honours.

Opening Ceremony
13:30–14:15
Invited Speaker:
Dr Vaira Vīķe-Freiberga,
President of Latvia (1999–2007), President,
World Leadership Alliance/Club de Madrid,
Latvia

On the Power of the Word
and the Imagination
In the beginning was the Word and humans became human only once they developed language.
For most of history and pre-history, language was
equated with the spoken word and it was impossible to imagine it other than issuing from the
breath of a living human presence, with all the
nuances of timbre, intonation, facial expression
and body language. The invention of writing in its
many forms lost something in the translation
from oral traditions, but it opened up vast possibilities of communication across endless divides
of space and time. It opened unlimited doors to
the powers of the imagination, which temporal
power or religious dogma could only try to control but with varying levels of success. It gave humans a new sense of themselves and of the world
around them, be it the interplay between nature
and culture or between the individual and society.

Plenary Session
14:15–15:00
Invited Speaker:
Ms Rachel Frick,
Council on Library and Information
Resources, USA

Dr Vaira Vike-Freiberga has published fourteen books and over 200
articles, essays and book chapters, in
addition to her extensive speaking
engagements. She was well known for
her work on psycholinguistics, semiotics and the analysis of the oral literature of her native country, before
becoming active in politics. Having
left Latvia as a child refugee, she
started her schooling in a refugee camp in Germany in
1945, continued it in French Morocco, and pursued higher
education in Canada, with a PhD in experimental psychology (1965) from McGill University in Montreal. While
Professor of Psychology at the University of Montreal

Flow and Friction
A popular point of conversation in our community is, ‘What is the future of libraries?’ But what is a
more interesting question is, ‘Are we meeting the
challenge of the present that puts us in a position
of strength in the future?’ Increasingly, libraries
today are choosing short-term wins over longterm victories. By making choices that only alleviate immediate pressure, we put ourselves in a
weaker position over time. It is imperative that we
connect long-term strategy and vision meaningfully to current everyday operations. We need to
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take into consideration larger national and international initiatives when we make local decisions.
In short, we need to consider how a globally networked world and the expectation of fast information flow changes the way we work.
How are we organising and providing access to
our collections to enable conversations and inspire innovation? How are we reinvesting in staff
to maintain adequate skill levels? How are we reshaping services to meet today’s challenges presented by digital content, a networked world and
the changing modes of scholarly communication?
How are we increasing the flow of information
and decreasing the points of friction in order to
facilitate knowledge creation?
This presentation will use the Digital Public Library of America as a case study to illustrate how
we are making the shift in thinking about our collections as data. The concept of Open Access and
Open Data will be reviewed in relation to cultural
heritage collections and how we are transitioning
access from a library point of view to one that is
less restrictive and allows for more interaction and
interpretation outside of the library frame.
Pivoting to a decentered library model fundamentally changes how we present out collections,
has implications in regards to organisational
strategy, develop new services and how we manage our print and digital collections. It also has
impacts on how we view ourselves as professional
roles in the knowledge creation process. Cultural
heritage organisations and professionals who
readily grasp how the networked world transforms how we work, and learn how to leverage
the network to their advantage, will be the ones
that lead and thrive as we approach the year 2020.

mittee. Before working at CLIR, she was senior program
officer for the National Leadership Grants Program for
Libraries, at the Institute for Museum and Library Services
(IMLS), a US federal funding agency. Her library experience ranges from leading a technical services and digitisation unit at a private liberal arts university to being a regional sales manager for an international serials company,
with a variety of library positions in between. She holds an
MSLS degree from the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill and a BA in English Literature from Guilford
College, North Carolina.

Session 1: Crowdsourcing
and Open Source
15:30–15.55
1.1:
Jussi-Pekka Hakkarainen,
National Library of Finland, Finland

Making an Impact on
Research and Society,
a Case Study: Crowdsourcing
Solutions Developed for
Linguistic Research and
Citizen Science
Can crowdsourcing solutions serve many masters? Can they be beneficial for both, for the layman or native speakers of minority languages on
the one hand and serious linguistic research on
the other? How did an infrastructure that was designed to support linguistics turn out to be a solution for raising awareness of native languages?
Since 2012 the National Library of Finland has
been developing the Digitisation Project for Kindred Languages, in which the key objective is to
support a culture of openness and interaction in
linguistic research, but also to promote crowdsourcing as a tool for participation of the language
community in research. In the course of the project, over 1,200 monographs and nearly 111,000
pages of newspapers in Finno-Ugric languages
will be digitised and made available in the Fenno-Ugrica digital collection. This material was
published in the Soviet Union in the 1920s and
1930s, and users have had only sporadic access to
the material.

Rachel Frick is Director of the Digital
Library Federation Program at the
Council on Library and Information
Resources (CLIR/DLF). The DLF is a
membership organisation comprised
of over 85 US and Canadian Academic and Research Libraries. The
program serves a robust and diverse
community of practitioners who advance research, teaching and learning through the application of digital library research,
technology and services. DLF serves as a resource and catalyst for collaboration among digital library developers,
project managers, and all who are invested in digital library issues. In her role as DLF director, she contributes to
many national initiatives, including the Digital Public Library of America as co-chair of the content strategy com-
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The publication of open-access and searchable
materials from this period is a goldmine for researchers. Historians, social scientists and laymen
with an interest in specific local publications can
now find text materials pertinent to their studies.
The linguistically-oriented population can also
find writings to delight them: (1) lexical items specific to a given publication, and (2) orthographically-documented specifics of phonetics. In addition to the open access collection, we developed
an open source code OCR editor that enables the
editing of machine-encoded text for the benefit of
linguistic research. This tool was necessary since
these rare and peripheral prints often include already archaic characters, which are neglected by
modern OCR software developers but belong to
the historical context of kindred languages, and
are thus an essential part of the linguistic heritage.
When modelling the OCR editor, it was essential to consider both the needs of researchers and
the capabilities of lay citizens, and to have them
participate in the planning and execution of the
project from the very beginning. By implementing the feedback iteratively from both groups, it
was possible to transform the requested changes
as tools for research that not only supported the
work of linguistics but also encouraged the citizen scientists to face the challenge and work with
the crowdsourcing tools for the benefit of research.
This presentation will not only deal with the
technical aspects, developments and achievements of the infrastructure but will highlight the
way in which user groups, researchers and lay citizens were engaged in a process as an active and
communicative group of users and how their contributions were made to mutual benefit.

produce digitised materials in the Uralic languages as well
as development tools to support linguistic research and
citizen science. The resulting materials will constitute the
largest resource for the Uralic languages in the world.
Through this project, researchers will gain access to corpora which they have not been able to study before, and to
which all users will have open access regardless of their
place of residence. The materials will be made available to
both researchers and citizens through the National Library’s Fenno-Ugrica collection.

Session 1: Crowdsourcing and
Open Source
16:00–16:25
1.2:
Petteri Kivimäki,
National Library of Finland, Finland

Evaluating Open Source
Software – A New Library
System for Finnish Libraries
in Sight
Open access, open source software and open data
have been attracting increased attention in the library scene for years. The development of the first
open source library system started almost fifteen
years ago, but the whole of the library community
has not started to adapt to open source alternatives until recently. Meanwhile, other open source
iterations have gained in popularity on the library
scene.
Compared to commercial systems, open sour
ce software hold numerous compelling advantages, such as cost, flexibility, and freedom which
make switching from proprietary software to
open source software a tempting strategy for
many libraries. Although the software might be
free, it still features associated costs. Keeping the
software up and running requires both human
and technical resources, and that is where the
costs come in. Thus, it is important to be aware of
the costs, commitments, and risks that come
along with the strategy. Open source can be a
great asset to any library, but libraries need to be
ready to accept the risks associated with it.
Choosing a piece of open source software can
be tricky due to the ever-growing number of open

Jussi-Pekka Hakkarainen graduated
from the University of Turku (General History) and the University of Helsinki (West and South Slavonic Languages and Cultures; Czech). In
recent years, he has been employed by
the National Library of Finland,
where his assignments have related to
e-publishing, the Polonica collection
and international co-operation on digitisation projects.
He is also preparing a PhD thesis on ‘The Scientific and
Political Networks of the Finnish Slavists in 1921–1925’.
Currently, he is leading the Digitisation Project for Kindred Languages (2012–2016) at the National Library of
Finland. Funded by the Kone Foundation, this project will
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source projects. A bad choice can result in a waste
of money and valuable time being spent pursuing
wrong directions. The question is how to avoid
the oversights and find the right alternative? What
should be taken into consideration when choosing open source software?
This paper is about evaluating open source
software, and it presents a group of guidelines,
which can be divided into five categories:
 Evaluating features and functionality
 Evaluating technologies and software architecture
 Evaluating software licensing
 Evaluating the community
 Evaluating my organization and its resources
The paper will discuss each category in detail and
introduce useful guidelines for libraries considering an open source strategy. It will also present a
case study which focuses on evaluating open
source software as a part of the New Library System (NLS) project coordinated by the National
Library of Finland (NLF). The aim of the project is
to build a modern multi-tenant library service
platform, which with the public interface Finna
will offer a core service infrastructure for all Finnish libraries. The emphasis of the presentation is
on the guidelines and the case study, but the benefits and shortcomings of open source software
will also be discussed.

Session 2: Linked Open Data
15:30–15:55
2.1:
Nuno Freire,
The European Library, The Netherlands;
Michael Mertens,
Research Libraries UK (RLUK), UK

Insights and Outcomes from
the Experience of The
European Library and
Research Libraries UK in
Providing Linked Open Data
The benefits of Linked Data are nowadays widely
accepted within the library community, with
many parallel activities on-going to establish
standards and best practices. This paradigm of
data representation brings many new challenges
to libraries. The generic nature of data representation used in Linked Data, while it seamlessly allows any community to manipulate the data, also
brings many open paths to its implementation,
and within the library sector there is not yet an
established practice of how optimally to publish
library linked data.
The European Library makes available a dataset of Linked Open Data (LOD), derived from the
collections aggregated from member libraries, in
order to promote and facilitate the reuse of the
data by other libraries and communities. This
presentation describes the experience of The European Library in the creation of this linked dataset, the close co-operation with the RLUK consortium in this line of work, and the perspectives, of
these two organisations, on the benefits of linking
and opening library data in large aggregation contexts.
The dataset includes national bibliographies,
library catalogues, and research collections including both digital and physical resources. An
additional subset covers the linking of subject
heading systems widely used in Europe, which is
conducted by several libraries co-operating under
project MACS (Multilingual Access to Subjects).
Making the outcomes of MACS available as LOD
is likely to be a key factor in promoting its re-use,

Petteri Kivimäki is an Information
Systems Specialist in the National Library of Finland. He has a BSc in software engineering and has worked on
customer service in libraries since
2000, and in library information
technology since 2004. He has worked
on software projects of different sizes
and has both used and developed open
source software. He specialises in Java/
J2EE technologies.
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since ontologies, vocabulary building and alignment is a key aspect in many areas, including research infrastructures, and it is not restricted to
bibliographic resources.
The task of creating LOD is demanding in
terms of human and computational resources,
and requires a large range of expertise in information science and semantic technology. Given this
context, library aggregators provide an organizational environment where conducting LOD activities becomes less demanding for libraries. This
kind of organisation can leverage existing information and communication technologies as part
of their operations; the centralisation of data, and
their expertise in both library data and the semantic web.
The presentation will also cover the practical
upshots of using LOD at the Hackathon that
RLUK will be conducting in May 2014, as well as
point to potential services that could be built on
LOD and eventually supplied or facilitated by The
European Library.

or :Less Witches 2/3: Tests Ritualized’, (Paris, 2012), using
folk culture for new forms of collective art practice and
education.

Nuno Freire is a Chief Data Officer at
The European Library. He holds a
PhD in Informatics and Computer
Engineering from the Instituto Superior Técnico at the Technical University of Lisbon. During his whole career he has been involved in
data-oriented projects in the area of
digital libraries. His areas of interest
include information systems, information retrieval, information extraction, data quality, and knowledge representation, particularly in their application to digital libraries and bibliographic data.

This paper will outline the University of Manchester Library’s strategic approach to embedding
innovation into the core of Library service provision and will highlight recent examples of exciting projects that have emerged from our drive to
become more innovative. These will include our
Eureka Library Innovation Challenge event held
last summer which attracted national interest,
our plans to introduce gamification into mainstream library services and our recent Library
Wellbeing campaign. It will focus on how to unlock customer potential and creativity, establish
your Library’s innovation agenda and culture and
form new partnerships with user groups.
As the lead of the Library’s Innovation agenda
and project manager of Eureka!, we should like to
tell you about what we have learnt from these
projects and share how this will help you in your
quest to optimise opportunities for innovation
and to maximise student and staff engagement.
The Eureka competition has proved a catalyst in
encouraging creative thinking across our Library
staff and dovetails perfectly with our Library’s
strategic aims and objectives. The Eureka! engaged the library with students, staff and other
University stakeholders, whilst at the same time
providing us with key marketing opportunities to
promote the Library. As a consequence of this, it
heightened the profile of the Library across the
rest of the University and perhaps most impor-

Session 3: Innovation
15:30–15:55
3.1:
Lorraine Joanne Beard,
Nick Campbell,
University of Manchester, UK

Innovation and Ice Cream –
Leadership, Strategy and
Engagement at the Heart of
Innovation at the University
of Manchester Library

Mike Mertens is Deputy Executive
Director and Data Services Manager
of RLUK. He has held posts at the
University of Birmingham, in Bibliographical Services (NFF-funded and
RSLP projects) and Research Support.
At that time he also undertook web
portal work for Intute (Eurostudies)
and the Foreign & Commonwealth
Office. He currently acts as an adviser
on the Archives Hub Steering Committee, the Copac Steering Committee, the LIBER Steering Committee for Digitisation and Resource Discovery and the JISC/RLUK Discovery Advisory group, and has served on the Digital
Preservation Coalition Board. He is still research active,
and has recently collaborated on the volume ‘Rolf Gardiner: Folk, Nature and Culture in Interwar Britain’ (2010),
and has also worked with the artist Olivia Plender on the
project ‘Life in the Woods’ (2011) and her exhibition ‘More
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tantly, it allowed us to gain ideas for service innovation from a customer perspective – and all with
a little help from some ice-cream!
Want to know more?
Eureka! micro-site
http://www.library.manchester.ac.uk/aboutus/
eureka/
Eureka! You-tube Videos
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXy486VJTy4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X78k1WiajSU
Guardian newspaper article by Librarian and
Director Jan Wilkinson
http://www.theguardian.com/higher-education-network/2013/aug/07/library-futures-university-of-manchester
In June 2013 we presented this workshop at
the Summer SCONUL Conference in Dublin, detailing the Eureka! model to library staff from
throughout the UK and Ireland, indicating how
they might map this student/staff driven idea into
their own innovation policy: the feedback from
this session was excellent.

Nick Campbell is Academic Engagement Librarian in the University of
Manchester Library, managing the
Library’s relationship with all six
Medical and Human Sciences Research Institutes. A key member of the
Library’s innovation group, he has
been the lead Project Manager for
both Library Innovation Challenge
Events. The ‘Eureka’ competition asked students to devise
an innovative concept or design to enrich the library experience for all users. The host for the last event was TV performer, Phill Jupitus, and the event in March 2014 attracted both national and international interest. He is an active
member of the Library’s Leadership Development Network
and is also part of the sub-group which plans events and
training for aspirational career-oriented library colleagues. Prior to becoming a librarian, he worked in the
finance sector.

Session 3: Innovation
16:00–16:25

Lorraine Beard leads a team which
manages and develops the Library’s
eLibrary infrastructure, digitisation
infrastructure, the Library Management System and the Institutional
Repository. Lorraine is a member of
both the Library Leadership Team
and the IT Leadership Team for the
University of Manchester, and in
these roles has been involved in the development of the Library and IT Strategies for the University. Recently, Lorraine has been closely involved in improving the user experience at Manchester by implementing a new LMS and
developing a research data management service. She has
also led the development of the Library’s digitisation strategy and led the team which has developed the University’s
institutional repository, Manchester eScholar, which is
now one of the largest in the UK. She is also the Library’s
lead on innovation, and has led a number of new projects
and services emerging from this including the Eureka innovation challenge competition and gamification. She has
had various roles in academic libraries over the last eighteen years, including Faculty Librarian and Electronic Resources Librarian. Before pursuing a career in libraries, she
worked for several years in biological sciences research,
after finishing her degree in biology at the University of
Manchester.

3.2:
Adam Sofronijevic,
Svetozar Marković University Library
and University of Belgrade, Serbia

Gamification in Academic
Libraries: Level 1 – Why and
the Basics of How
This paper presents options for implementing
gamification techniques in academic libraries.
The answers to such fundamental questions as
why gamify services in academic libraries or how
to do so are provided. An illustrative theoretical
solution for gamification of the DART portal
(www.dart-europe.eu) is shown, based on research for a Master’s paper defended at the University of Belgrade in November 2013. Gamification is the practice of introducing game elements
into a non-game environment in order to achieve
some specific business goal or for behaviour modification. It has been successfully applied in many
industries, but librarianship is still lagging behind.
The paper provides the basic theoretical background and singles out some of the existing services in academic libraries that are inherently
suitable for gamification. Game elements such as
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game dynamics and game mechanics are presented with the motivating drivers they produce in
users. Conflicting motivators, which are often the
reason for unsuccessful gamification, are explained.
A theoretical solution for a two step process of
gamification of the DART portal is presented.
Step one deals with gamification of existing DART
services such as searching and downloading theses. It is a good example of how similar services
may be gamified relatively easily and with only
limited resources. Step two deals with options for
the creation of a user community that may have a
profound impact on broadening the DART partner base, and the use and visibility of its resources.
It is a good example of how wide-ranging and
long-term business effects can be accomplished
by the implementation of gamification. The use
of game components such as points, badges and
leaderboards are explained. The importance of
triangle connecting motivation, action and feedback is underlined, along with the necessity of applying appropriate game elements and tools in an
academic environment with its specific existing
motivators. The story that provides a framework
for user participation in a gamified system is defined. The importance of fun in a successfully
gamified system is explained along with the role
of tools that introduce the element of chance into
the system. The paper advocates the use of gamification in academic libraries and underlines the
need for education for academic librarians implementing gamification in their libraries.

Session 4: Open Access
15:30–15:55
4.1:
Laurence Bebbington,
University of Aberdeen, UK

Whose Property Is It Anyway?
Part 1: How Do Changes to
UK Copyright Law Enhance
Access to Research and
Stimulate Green Open Access
to Scholarly Research
Outputs?
This paper firstly reviews changes to UK copyright law introduced in April 2014. The impact of
the changes on European research and researchers is summarised. How changes to educational,
research, and library and archive exceptions will
impact on researcher activities in the UK is discussed. Their effects on access to UK print and
digital research collections by European and international researchers is also covered. How exceptions new to the UK (e.g. text and data mining)
will affect research and create new research opportunities is explained. The paper reviews how
UK Government plans for further changes to UK
law (on orphan works, extended collective licensing, etc) will continue to transform the legal context of the UK research landscape, either reinforcing or reducing territorial and other barriers
erected by copyright to the conduct and pursuit
of individual or collaborative cross-border research. Will the changes foster and promote opportunities to advance the European research
agenda (e.g. by mass digitisation projects) or will
existing barriers to research merely be reinforced?
The second part of the paper provides key legal
background for Chris Banks’s linked paper on
Open Access in the UK. Discussion of how to advance OA to research outputs is once again of
fundamental concern to research libraries and researchers. As governments and research funding
bodies seek to promote access to publicly funded
research, particularly by Green OA, Green OA itself is under attack by attempts to restrict the

Adam Sofronijevic has an MSc in
management, an MSc in LIS and a
BSc in IT. In December 2012, he completed his PhD in LIS, Faculty of Philology, University of Belgrade. He also
holds the CISCO CCNA industrial
certificate and numerous Coursera,
Udacity and MITx online certificates
in the fields of ICT, management and
humanities. His first Master’s thesis was on the library
business model, and the second was on Enterprise 2.0,
both from the University of Belgrade. He has six years’ experience in research in Serbian libraries and in the implementation of IT solutions in the library environment. He
has four years’ experience of managing a department in
the Svetozar Marković University Library; and implementation experience in kick starting Enterprise 2.0 tools in
the library environment. He regularly publishes in national and international journals, including IF journals, and
he presents at international conferences.
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Green route by removing Green archiving options, and other tactics. The legal background to
OA but particularly Green OA will be outlined.
The continuing role, and implications, of assignments and licences in scholarly publishing are
discussed. The legal status of previous drafts of
scholarly articles (as opposed to final versions of
record) is systematically considered, including
discussion of relevant legal precedents. The key
role of standard instruments (such as the SPARC
and CALTECH Author Addenda, the Edinburgh
Licensing Addendum) to license back rights essential for progression and protection of open access to research outputs is highlighted, as is the
role of Creative Commons in licensing access to
research outputs.
Copyright, contract and licensing provide the
framework for lawful access to scholarly research
outputs: this paper provides a state-of-the-art review as to how healthy the current position is in
promoting open access to research.

Session 4: Open Access
16:00–16:25
4.2:
Chris Banks,
Imperial College London, UK

Whose Property Is It Anyway?
Part 2: The Challenges in
Supporting the UK’s Main
Research Funder Agendas
which Seek to Ensure that
the Outputs from PubliclyFunded Research are
Published Open Access

Laurence Bebbington has been Deputy Librarian and Head of Library
Services at the University of Aberdeen
since December 2009. Previously, he
has worked at the universities of
Glasgow, Strathclyde, Cambridge,
Birmingham and Nottingham. He
has experience of many subject disciplines including medical sciences,
criminology, science, social sciences, business, education,
and law. He also has experience of managing all key library support systems and services including acquisitions,
cataloguing, systems, serials, circulation and document
supply, and subject and academic liaison work. He has
published in the UK on legal issues in library and information work, including copyright and other IPRs, freedom of
information, data protection, accessibility law, and contracts and licences. He has also presented papers, seminars
and workshops in the UK and abroad on all of these legal
areas as they affect the information and library profession.
Currently he chairs the Scottish Confederation of University and Research Libraries (SCURL) Legal Issues Group; is
a member of the Society of College and National University Libraries Copyright Group; a member of the Universities
UK/Guild HE Copyright Negotiating Group; and sits on
two UK Government Working Groups investigating diligent searching, and pricing and licensing of orphan works
under the 2013 Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act.

The Open Access movement has been underway
for well over a decade. In 2012 a UK group led by
Dame Janet Finch produced what is now referred
to as the Finch Report. The Report argued that
the outputs of publicly funded research should be
published Open Access and that, in order to
achieve a step change, and to ensure immediate
access to published findings, Gold Open Access
was their preferred route. The UK’s Research
Councils (RCUK) quickly stepped in with a mandate that from April 2013 all publications arising
from research funded by one of the RCUK funders
should be published Open Access, ideally without
embargo and with a license which permits maximum use and re-use. At the time of writing, it
looks likely that the Higher Education Funding
Council will mandate that all outputs submitted
for the next Research Excellence Framework
(REF) (the means by which research funding is allocated directly to UK Universities) will also need
to have been published as Open Access at, or very
soon after, the date of publication.
This paper will summarise the various funder
requirements, the administrative challenges for
libraries and publishers alike, and the opportunities that have arisen enabling university libraries
to forge new working relationships with other
university departments. It will explore academic
and publisher responses to the funder mandates,
and in particular, the new publisher models that
are emerging, apparently in response to this new
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more directive approach to open access publishing. It will outline the opportunities, as seen from
the library perspective, for new business relationships between university libraries, publishers,
subscription agents and for CRIS systems. It will
explore the challenges of monitoring compliance
with the new funder mandates. It will also outline
how some libraries are developing new services to
support researchers. In particular, the issues of
copyright, licensing and creative commons mentioned in the earlier paper by Laurence Bebbington will be highlighted to show where new services can be developed, which can both support
academic license choices and maximise the early
access to the peer-reviewed research arising from
public funding.

improve access to its Special Collections, both in
physical and digital ways. This presentation will
focus on the infrastructure behind these projects,
which was designed to meet two key requirements: better and faster service for the clients;
and a more efficient workflow for the employees
of the Library. What are the principles underlying
this infrastructure?
 All metadata are synchronized between the
various systems automatically, starting with
OCLC GGC as starting point. Aleph and DigiTool, both by Ex Libris, are used for services
and digital image repository respectively. All
records in OCLC GGC will also be available in
WorldCat, thus improving the discoverability
of our records.
 Ex Libris’ Primo is used for discovery, ordering
scans and view requests. For this purpose, order buttons are added to all special collections
in the catalogue. Clients can place their orders
24/7 from anywhere in the world and pay with
creditcard, paypal or bank transfer.
 Clients can order scans of all materials, both
catalogued and non-catalogued, digitized or
non-digitised.
 All scans, both made in projects and in the digitisation on demand workflow, can be viewed
for free. Original TIF scans and PDF can be ordered through the reproduction service.
 To organise the digitisation on demand workflow we use the open-source software application Goobi. Scan requests in Primo are sent to
Goobi automatically and at the same time connected to the bibliographic metadata imported
from the catalogue. The software is also used
to make METS files and add structural metadata. Scans of completely scanned materials
are exported to DigiTool and delivered to the
client automatically.
 Scans made in projects by external vendors are
batch uploaded into DigiTool with a locally developed tool called MEGI (Mets ingester and
uploader).
 An FTP server is used to deliver the ordered
scans fast, safe to the client.
By connecting the available systems on the one
hand and developing local additions on the other,
researchers and students are offered easier and
faster ways to view materials in the reading room,
and to order, pay and receive scans.

Chris Banks is Director of Library
Services at Imperial College London,
joining in September 2013. She has
previously worked at the University of
Aberdeen where she was University
Librarian and Director of Library,
Special Collections and Museums,
and at the British Library, where she
spent over twenty years in a variety of
curatorial, management and strategic roles. At Aberdeen
she was the Library lead on the award-winning £57m Library project and The Sir Duncan Rice Library was opened
by Her Majesty The Queen in September 2012. She is a
Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts (FRSA) and contributes
to the wider library and information profession. She is currently an elected Board Member of Research Libraries UK,
as well as acting on the advisory boards of several major
publishers.

Session 5: Improved Access
to Information
09:00–09:25
5.1:
Saskia van Bergen,
Leiden University Library, The Netherlands

Connecting Systems for
Better Services Around
Special Collections
Over the last couple of years, Leiden University
Library has carried out a number of projects to
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 The digital and personnel services offered
 Website and its ‘user-friendliness’
 How patrons engage or interact with these
services
UX provides an opportunity for libraries to develop their own questions, shape the interview to
understand better what is pertinent to their
needs.This paper presents a review of two UX
studies conducted at the British Columbia Institute of Technology (BCIT). BCIT is British Columbia’s premier polytechnic and has five campuses located in the Metro Vancouver region.
One of the studies was a walk through of the
library with students examining the various service points. The other study examined the library
home web page; analysing usability in terms of
how easily, efficiently and satisfactorily some of
our services are used by students to achieve their
goals. Participants will come away from this
workshop with a knowledge of:
 Identifying the target audience and selection
of student participants
 Preparation of library staff (how did you sell it
to them?)
 Methodological considerations used
 Results and how we analyzed them
 Impact of results (i.e. what did we change as a
result)
 Evaluation of UX project
 Recommendations for a future UX projects
The review and its findings are a further reflection
of the need for user experience and usability studies for BCIT Library, and for extending these
studies to faculty and staff.

Saskia van Bergen works as a Senior
Project Manager for the Innovations
and Projects Department in Leiden
University Library. She is responsible
for projects focusing on digital access
to Special Collections, and deals with
the management of digitisation, cataloguing and digital collections. She
has also participated in several national projects, such as Early Dutch Books Online (now
Delpher) and the Dutch portal for academic heritage
Academischecollecties.nl.
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Improving Library Interaction
for Patrons Through User
Experience (UX)
Libraries are all facing the task of ensuring their
relevance in today’s technologically advanced society. Strategic planning sessions, staff meetings,
etc., provide a venue for asking questions and developing goals for improvement. However, what
is less often considered is seeking input from the
actual library users themselves. To keep constant,
libraries have to consider the needs and wants of
their patrons, and modify their services to meet
these needs. Without seeking input from our actual users, we are ‘shooting in the dark’, blocking
ourselves from beneficial suggestions and ideas
that our users can contribute, and unknowing as
to whether or not we are meeting their needs.
One way to identify the needs of users is
through User Experience (UX), a process that is
becoming common (according to the literature) at
many academic libraries in North America. The
User Experience process allows us to examine
many aspects of the patrons’ interaction with the
library, such as:
 How the physical layout of the library contributes to user satisfaction

Anthony James O’Kelly is the User
Experience Coordinator and Reference Librarian at the British Columbia Institute of Technology (BCIT),
Western Canada’s premier polytechnic, offering programmes in Business,
Health and Computer Sciences as
well as many more. While at BCIT he
has worked in many capacities as
Marketing Coordinator and Public Services Coordinator.
He is also responsible for helping faculty and students with
research in programmes such as Forensics, Communication and Liberal Studies.
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signer of the Finna service. The results showed a
transformation in the way the developers understood the concept of accessibility. Instead of aiming at providing an adequate level of technical
access, they now strive for a better service experience for the blind users of Finna.
The findings from this case study highlight the
challenges of providing usable accessibility for
impaired users of a digital library. It is essential to
understand that the formal accessibility requirements and guidelines for public services do not
guarantee the same level of usability for all users.
This notion will guide the further development of
Finna. The paper ends with a discussion about the
applicability of the experience of this case study
in the development or procurement of other online library services.
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Our Users Who Settle for
Less – Ensuring Usable
Accessibility for Blind Users
of a Digital Library
Libraries’ mission is to provide every person with
equal access to information. A variety of international and national laws mandate the accessibility
of physical and digital public services to people of
differing abilities. In the context of digital libraries, accessibility requires special attention to the
design and implementation of functionalities for
users who have perceptual impairments. This paper focuses on the needs of blind people who use
screen readers to access online services. The paper presents a case study of making a digital library service accessible and usable for this target
group. The case is the public interface of the Finnish Digital Library, also called Finna. The study
covered a short period of Finna’s development,
including three phases in the cycle of service development iterations. These phases were: 1) the
first evaluation of Finna’s accessibility; 2) the implementation of accessibility improvements; and
3) the re-design of accessibility features. These
phases aimed at ensuring the accessibility of the
service when the digital library was launched to a
wider public.
The first phase, evaluation, was conducted on
the test version of Finna. The evaluation was
based on data that was acquired with various usability evaluation methods, including user tests.
The results indicated several accessibility issues in
the Finna service. The second phase, implementation, was analysed using the data from the software development logs. The tasks concerning accessibility indicated the improvements that were
feasible to implement. The data for analysing the
third phase, re-design, was collected from logs,
and an interview with the head interaction de-

Heli J. Kautonen is Head of Services
at the National Library of Finland.
Her work experience includes coor
dination of online services at the
Finnish Literature Society, and ma
nagement of extensive software de
velopment projects in the field of cultural heritage and education (e.g. the
EU Project CUBER). She has an MA
in Art Education from Helsinki University of Art and Design, and is continuing her PhD studies at the Aalto University School of Science. Her research
interests focus on strategic usability in the field of digital
libraries, digital services, and cultural heritage.
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Implementing an
Interoperability Framework
for Persistent Identifier
Systems
The identification of digital and non-digital resources must be unique, stable over time, certified, sustainable, globally usable and resolvable.
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Persistent Identifier (PI) systems address these
user needs. However, most of the current PI systems offer only a service to resolve one type of PI
to a URL; from our point of view this is not
enough. PI systems must evolve towards service
providers for trust, certification, integrity and
provenance, cross relations and domains applications. Moreover, most of the current PI domains
have no relations with others, in some cases they
are in strong competition, and this fragmented
approach results in a proliferation of services and
lack of interoperability, with clear difficulties for
users. This paper presents a proposal for an Interoperability Framework (IF) for PI systems at a service level, as developed within the APARSEN project (www.aparsen.eu).
The IF is built on four main pillars: 1) definition of PI systems or domains; 2) four main assumptions; 3) eight trust criteria; and 4) an ontology model. In the framework for this work we use
the term ‘PI system’ or ‘PI domain’ as a synonym
to indicate the global combination of the user
community interested in PI services and, in some
cases, providing the content to be identified, the
bodies offering PI services, the technology used,
the roles and responsibilities architecture, and
the policies for different parts of the appropriate
long-term preservation plan. Currently, we are
considering PI for four types of entities: digital
objects, physical objects, bodies and players. The
IF has been evaluated and reviewed by a High
Level Expert Group (HLEG), consisting of 44 experts in the domain of PI and digital libraries.
HLEG has improved the IF, including establishing
a common terminology, refining the ontology and
delivering a wide consensus on the criteria required for a trusted PI system; and these constitute a significant outcome of the work undertaken.
We developed a demonstrator with PI systems
for digital objects and players to address two main
objectives: 1) to test the feasibility of the IF model
implementation; 2) to measure user satisfaction
and refine services across different PI domains.
The architecture is distributed over three SPARQL end-points collecting data from seven content
providers and two implemented services. On top
of this model we can develop services tailored to
user needs combining all the trusted PI for objects
and for players.

Maurizio Lunghi was born in Florence and has a degree in Electronic
Engineering, Telecommunications
and Telematics. Since 2005 he has
been Scientific Director of the notfor-profit Fondazione Rinascimento
Digitale
(www.rinascimento-digitale.it), promoting Internet technology within the cultural heritage community. He has worked on the life-cycle of digital objects,
from digitisation to colour certification, publication on
the Internet with accessibility and copyright criteria, up to
all the long-term digital curation and preservation related
issues. Since 2007 he has focused on PI all related technologies and issues. Recently, his interests and activity have
been focused mainly on trusted digital repositories criteria
and certification through project participation: APARSEN
(www.aparsen.eu), DigCurV (www.digcur-education.
org/); Digital Preservation in Europe (www.digitalpreservationeurope.eu/); and Magazzini Digitali (www.depositolegale.it/). He has been a consultant for the Ministry of
Culture in The Netherlands and Luxembourg for activities
under the EU Presidency (2004–2005) for international
events and workgroups. He has worked at the European
Commission DG-INFSO for three years (2000–2003) in
Luxembourg, acting as project officer, and has long experience of events organisation, e.g. the ‘Cultural Heritage
Online’ international conference in 2006, 2009, 2012
(www.rinascimento-digitale.it/Conference2012.phtml), in
co-operation with the Library of Congress and other international institutions active in digital preservation-related
issues, and other events like the LIBER Workshop on May
2012, the PREMIS workshop (February 2009) (www.rinascimento-digitale.it/eventi.phtml) and the conference on
the DigCurV project on May 2012 (www.digcur-education.org/eng/International-Conference). He has been a
member of the iPRES programme committee since 2008
and has submitted scientific papers, e.g. at iPRES 2013
(ipres2013.ist.utl.pt/workshops.html).
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However, we are able to present an interesting
set of individual and detailed use cases from our
daily work, revealing the time and money spent,
as e.g.:
 Automated ingest via Submission Application
 Storage-service
 Technology watch
 Preservation planning with pdf-files
 Costs and priced of persistent identifier (DOI)
 Access to derive copies and the digital master,
costs for support
 Several use cases legal advice to digital preservation
The presentation describes the Working Group’s
approach and presents the use cases investigated
so far.
Links:
nestor
www.langzeitarchivierung.de/
4C
4cproject.eu/
DP4lib, Digital Preservation for Libraries
dp4lib.langzeitarchivierung.de/
Radieschen project
www.sub.uni-goettingen.de/projekte-forschung/
projektdetails/projekt/radieschen/
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Leibniz Information Centre for Economics,
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Digital Preservation Costs –
Worse than Counting Calories
Nestor, the German-language competence network for digital preservation, was founded in
2003. The Working Group on Costs is one of currently eight working groups and was founded in
2011. Seven members from five different institutions are actively involved, four of them are also
engaged on other cost-related projects such as the
EU project 4C, DP4Lib or Radieschen.
Being embedded in projects researching preservation costs or investigating already existing
cost models, the Working Group’s goal is to provide individual and detailed use cases from our
daily work which include some price tags and the
number of staff hours needed for ingest, storage,
preservation planning and access to archived
data. This task is comparable to having to count
all the calories consumed and publishing them
online, openly available to everyone. Not only is it
difficult to weigh food and calculate the exact calories, especially with meals consisting of many
ingredients, but such openness and honesty
makes one vulnerable to all sorts of criticism and
scepticism.
The same is true for preservation use cases.
Are we spending too much time on fixing invalid
PDF files? Should we really confess to how much
time is spent on curating CD-ROMs? If writing a
new software tool, are the costs for human resources higher than the costs for a good ‘out-ofthe-box’ solution? Transparency about daily preservation work has its price. Spending too much
time on a task might lead to criticism about efficiency. Being suspiciously fast can raise the question of what one is doing with the rest of the time?
Counting calories?

Yvonne Friese has been Project Manager for Digital Preservation at the
German National Library of Economics (ZBW) since 2011. She studied
Library and Information Science and
Spanish at the Humboldt University
of Berlin from 2007 to 2011. She is especially engaged on preservation issues with invalid PDF files and rare
file formats, which are found on CD-ROMs in the stack
rooms of the Library. She co-leads the nestor Working
group on Costs and is currently planning to form a new
nestor group on format identification and characterisation.
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use cases for research data and sum up the questions engaged on during the implementation and
the challenges that had to be tackled. It will also
discuss the routes taken in order to store the data
in a structured form and enrich it with metadata
in a long-term archive at the preliminary end of
its life cycle. Questions such as the essential aspects of the profile for future data curators will be
discussed.
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Dr Arlette Piguet is Head of the Customer Services Department at ETH
Library and Collections, the largest
library in Switzerland, and one of the
leading scientific and technical libraries in Europe. In this position she is
responsible for all customer-related
services of ETH library, with a focus
on digital information provision. Arlette Piguet received her master degree
in biology at ETH Zurich in 1987, and a postgraduate
qualification as Information Specialist from the Institute
for Information and Documentation at the University of
Applied Sciences in Potsdam (Germany) in 1998. She holds
a PhD from the Institute of Library and Information Science at Humboldt University in Berlin (2010). Her doctoral
thesis dealt with the subject ‘e-books’. She has held several
organizational positions in ETH Library. She was responsible for building up and managing the central office of the
Consortium of Swiss Academic Libraries from 2000–2005.
In addition to licensing experience, she is a proven expert in
managing and executing projects for designing and developing customer-oriented electronic information products.

Digital Curation at ETHBibliothek: From a Survey to
a Customer-Oriented Service
for Researchers
Guidelines for good scientific practice require the
safeguarding of data in an accessible and usable
form. Funding organisations also increasingly demand data management plans from researchers
and, generally, a trend towards facilitating scientifically sound reuse of research data is clearly observable. Researchers are more and more confronted with these requirements and are often
not able to fulfil them – or only after undue effort.
The Executive Board at ETH Zurich had commissioned ETH-Bibliothek in 2010 to address
these issues by developing a suitable service at an
institutional level. An important base for the
practical implementation of the Digital Curation
project were the results of a broad survey conducted with researchers of all disciplines at ETH
Zurich. A technical solution for long-term digital
preservation was evaluated and implemented at
ETH-Bibliothek. In a pilot with selected research
groups from various disciplines, work flows for
data deposit were first outlined and then implemented step by step. In addition to the focus on
research data, work flows for digital records to be
delivered to ETH Zurich University Archives as
well as for other digital objects were developed.
These included, for example, full text holdings
from the Institutional Repository or data originating from digitising projects.
The Digital Curation Office at ETH-Bibliothek
now offers services to researchers of ETH Zurich,
who either wish to preserve their data in the long
term or to safeguard it for a limited period of time
in line with the guidelines for good scientific
practice. The presentation will show examples of
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Thomas Jouneau,
Université de Lorraine, France

AnalogIST/ezPAARSE :
Analysing Locally Gathered
Logfiles to Determine Users’
Accesses to Subscribed
e-Resources
The global revenue of the e-resources market is
evaluated at $25 billion and is growing at a rate of
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4% to 5% per year. In contrast, a survey conducted
by Couperin in 2012 shows that the allocated
budgets in French higher education and research
institutions are often dramatically reduced, with
an average cut of 9%. The COUNTER reports provided by publishers, while useful, have two shortcomings: they are not always available; and they
only allow raw quantification of accesses to subscribed e-resources.
EzPAARSE addresses these shortcomings in
two ways: 1) it counts accesses locally, allowing
the creation of COUNTER-like reports when they
are not available; and 2) by connecting with user
databases, it allows these numbers to be crossed
with locally gathered, reliable and categorised
data; and makes it possible, after post-treatment,
to build new, high value, strategic indicators:
measurement of usage by user categories (students, professors, researchers); by department or
unit, etc. It provides libraries with better knowledge of their public; proves useful when negotiating subscription prices and helps in conducting a
better documentary policy. To answer that need,
the ezPAARSE/AnalogIST project was launched in
September 2012. It is built on an existing and
tightly integrated solution at INIST-CNRS, and
offers an open national solution. It is a partnership between INIST-CNRS, the Couperin consortium and the University of Lorraine.
ezPAARSE is open-source and cross-platform.
It publishes a web service to ingest log files collected on a proxy server (e.g. EZProxy, Apache,
Squid), and shows how users access suscribed
e-resources. It filters, extracts and enriches the
consultation events that were identified and produces a result file following the COUNTER Code
of Practice for e-Resources. ezPAARSE needs editors’ platform- specific plugins called parsers.
AnalogIST is the portal where the collaborative work of analysing editors’ platforms and creating the corresponding parsers takes place. A live
and fully usable demo of ezPAARSE is also available there, to show the progress made at every new
iteration. After much positive feedback, we hope
to create an international emulation, persuade
more institutions to install ezPAARSE, integrate
it into their workflows, and participate in this collaborative effort on AnalogIST to enhance the
software capacities for the benefit of all.

Thomas Jouneau is E-resources librarian and electronic subscriptions
manager for the Université de Lorraine (UL). He is negotiator for the
Couperin consortium and also
co-manages the consortial e-book
team. As a member of the ezPAARSE
team, he oversees the deployment of
the software and the pilot project for
the UL.
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Going Digital in the Closed
Stacks – Library Logistics
with a Smart Phone
Many research libraries have large parts of their
collections in closed stacks and lend out numerous inter-library loans. In most of these libraries,
orders are printed out on paper and then managed manually by librarians. For the patron, the
pathway is all digital: their order is placed via the
web and an email arrives when the material is
available for collection. At Stockholm University
Library we started to question the logistics of our
work with closed stacks: could we make this
work-flow easier, seamless, faster and all digital?
And could we combine all types of orders into one
work-flow? A project was started which has now
resulted in an all-new work-flow and a new system.
Today we have a web-based system called Viola. The system collects the different types of orders, from closed stacks and inter-library loans,
and mixes and sorts them into a digital list. From
that list, the librarian selects the orders he or she
will collect that day. The chosen orders are downloaded to a hand computer or smart phone. The
information in the phone contains all the data
needed to find the book. The smart phone can
read the barcode or RFID-tag in the book and save
that information. When all the books in the list
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have been gathered, the librarian transfers the list
of orders back to his/her computer and the Viola
system. Viola updates the library system, so the
book’s status becomes lent or reserved. Viola also
sends an email to the patron stating that the material is available for collection. The librarian can
simply put the material on the shelf to await collection.
There are many benefits with the system:
 One work-flow for several different types of
orders
 An all digital road – fewer manual steps
 Faster – less time collecting books, patrons
gets the book faster
 Five persons can do the work that ten persons
did before
 Competence development of technical skills
for the work force
The system has been created by developers working in the Library in association with librarians
who know the functionalities they need. It has
been a close collaboration, where the librarians
have specified the functions needed and the developers have built a system that meets these
needs. Working with ‘user stories’ has been key in
the collaborative work between librarians and
technicians. The system has been tailor made
based on workflow requirements and with the
end user in mind. The presentation will describe
the functionality in detail, show a film of how librarians use Viola and walk through the technical
architecture.
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The ‘Lituanistika’ Database as
a Research Infrastructure for
Lithuanian Studies
The Research Council of Lithuania has been creating an international peer-reviewed research database, ‘Lituanistika’ (LDB), since 2006. The creation of the LDB is one of the national strategic
priorities set out in the Law of the Education and
Research (2009). The LDB helps to accumulate
and preserve the best results of research on the
history and status of the state of Lithuania, its society, culture, nation and language. By January
2014, LDB contained 34,247 bibliographic records, 19,059 of them with links to full text
documents that are openly accessible. The best
librarians from Lithuania’s thirteen universities
undertake a global search for texts on Lithuanian
studies. They also archive the digital versions of
these texts, provided by their publishers, and
make links between bibliographic data and full
texts. Moreover, they derive information on citation from the text and make it public. It has to be
emphasized that LDB is the only database that
provides information on citation in Lithuania.
The well-known products of the Ex Libris company are used for LDB data cataloguing and providing new services. Such products as the Aleph integrated library system, the Primo modern discovery
and delivery system and the SFX scholarly linking
service. Fedora, an open source repository software, enables long-term access to the data.
Data are compiled as e-objects that encompass
both the descriptive data as well as the metadata
on the structure of the e-objects. A full text is add-

Eva Dahlbäck is Librarian and Assistant Manager of the
Department of Customer Services in Stockholm University
Library, and has worked on library logistics for ten years.
She has a degree in Geography and a Master’s in Information and Library Science. She has a keen interest in how
the application of technology facilitates work in a modern
academic research library.
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ed to the e-object if there is a licence agreement
with the publishers. LDB stores the texts that
have been additionally evaluated by experts before their inclusion in LDB. A special sub-system
to mine and visualise the information on citation
has been constructed, using the pattern of the
Thomson Reuters database, and implemented in
the LDB. The reason is that data on the social
sciences and humanities, and specifically, research
on Lithuanian studies, is not included in the database mentioned above. LDB is supplied with new
methods of data mining in the virtual library, dissemination of information using open access protocols and modern WEB technologies. The LDB
data compiled over the last nine years is popular
with researchers and students in Lithuania and
abroad. As a result, LDB is considered to be one of
the best research infrastructures for social sciences and humanities involving both librarians and
information providers.

and testing, database planning, implementation, and
maintenance in the libraries of the Lithuanian Academic
Libraries Network, and has also organised training seminars for network staff. From 2001 he has participated in
planning the Lithuanian Virtual Library and the implementation of its basic software, and has planned, implemented, and maintained Lithuanian Science and Study
Publications, Lithuanian Electronic Theses and Dissertations Information Systems. Since 2005 he has been involved as an expert in the creation of the Lithuanian Academic e-Library and the ‘Lituanistika’ database, and from
2011 he has been responsible for the information and communication technology infrastructure of the Lithuanian
Research Council‘s ‘Lituanistika’ database project.
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Lina Blovesciuniene graduated in library science and bibliography from
Vilnius University in 1988. Until 2006,
she was employed at Kaunas University of Technology Library as Head of
the Cataloguing Department, Chair of
Library Council and Systems Analyst.
She has been Library Director at Vytautas Magnus University from 2006.
From 1995 she has worked with library information systems,adapting and testing, database planning, implementation, and maintenance in the libraries in the Lithuanian
Academic Libraries Network, and has organised training
seminars for network staff as well. Since 2001 she has been
involved in planning the Lithuanian Virtual Library and
ithe mplementation of its basic software, and has planned,
implemented, and maintained Lithuanian Science and
Study Publications, Lithuanian Electronic Theses and Dissertations Information Systems. Since 2005 she has given
expert advice on the creation of the Lithuanian Academic
e-Library, and has lectured on information literacy for scientists, researchers and students. She has led the Lithuanian
Research Council‘s ‘Lituanistika’.database project since 2011.

Open Access Publishing and
Research Evaluation: New
Roles for Research Libraries
The UK’s drive towards Gold Open Access (OA)
has generated significant activity in UK universities. The purpose of this paper is to analyse the
opportunities for and threats to UK university libraries which, along with their parent institutions, are embracing UK Government policy. As
such, this case study will provide evidence of a
particular approach to Open Access which be instructive for all European countries.
Gold APCs
RCUK (Research Councils UK) has an Open
Access policy which allows both Green and Gold
OA publishing options. RCUK will fund Gold OA
payments for those authors who choose to publish as Gold OA, and has set firm targets for all
universities in receipt of OA funding as to the percentage of RCUK-funded research papers which
have to appear as Gold OA outputs. This will be
enforced with a rigorous reporting regime by universities to the research funder. UCL (University
College London) has responded by creating an Institutional Publication fund from its research
budget to complement RCUK funding. All these

Antanas Streimikis graduated in engineering mathematics from Kaunas
University of Technology in 1980.
Since 1980 he has worked in Kaunas
University of Technology in various
positions related to information systems. Since 2012 he has been Head of
the Library Information Systems Unit
of Information Technology Department of Kaunas University of Technology. From 1995 he
has worked with library information systems, adapting
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funds are administered by UCL Library Services,
which has had to create extensive infrastructure
and pan-UCL workflows to manage and administer several million pounds of new funding.

Session 8: Open Access
09:30–09:55

National Policy Developments
HEFCE (Higher Education Funding Council
for England) is currently out for consultation on
its own Open Access policy, and a formal decision
will be published in the Spring of 2014. HEFCE is
likely to issue a policy which sees the institutional
repository as pivotal to storing and making available full-text research outputs assessed by the national REF (Research Excellence Framework) programme. REF delivers millions of pounds to
universities in research income, and libraries will
be responsible for making the full-text of REF
submissions available online.

8.2:
Eelco Ferwerda,
OAPEN Foundation, The Netherlands

Supporting Open Access for
Monographs
OAPEN Foundation operates two platforms, the
OAPEN Library (www.oapen.org) and the Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB – www.doabooks.org). Both platforms are dedicated to Open
Access, peer-reviewed books. In 2014, OAPEN
will launch a Deposit service for OA books. The
OAPEN Deposit service aims to support OA policies of research funders and practitioners (universities and their libraries) by providing a central
repository dedicated to hosting and disseminating OA peer-reviewed books. The goal is to co-ordinate and facilitate the transition to Open Access
book publishing by bringing together supporters
of OA books and providing a central infrastructure for services.
The Deposit service provides a range of services in three main areas:
Quality Assurance:
 Establishing and maintaining admission criteria
 Review of license policies and peer review procedures
 Verification and identification of publications
Aggregation and Deposit:
 Aggregation of OA books in the OAPEN Library
 Uploading service (technical review, attaching
metadata, support)
 Harvesting service for repositories of participants
 Management information for participants (usage reports, tracking services for research
grants)
 Preservation and archival access
Discovery and Dissemination:
 Full text retrieval of publications through the
OAPEN Library system
 Metadata conversion and export for third party aggregators, intermediaries and libraries

OA Monograph Publishing
Open Access is sometimes seen as relevant
only to Science, Engineering and Medicine. However, UCL has started its own University Press, a
department of the Library, publishing Gold OA
monographs across all subject areas, particularly
in the Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences. An
Open Access journal platform is also available.
The Gold-Lite partnership of European OA university-based publishers, run by UCL and OAPEN, will also deliver OA monographs at a European level.
Conclusion
Policy development in the UK has created a
range of new roles for libraries in research support. These are re-defining the role of a library in
the university.
Paul Ayris has been Director of UCL
Library Services since 1997. He is also
the UCL Copyright Officer. He is
President of LIBER (Association of
European Research Libraries) and
Chair of the LERU (League of European Research Universities) Community of Chief Information Officers. He
chairs the OAI Organizing Committee for the Cern Workshops on ‘Innovations in Scholarly
Communication’ and JISC Collections’ Electronic Information Resources Working Group. On 1 August 2013, he
became Chief Executive of UCL Press. He has a PhD in
Ecclesiastical History and publishes on English Reformation Studies.
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tions. The answer – that there are, in fact, ways
for institutional players to re-engineer the publishing ecosystem – represents a chronicle worth
telling, with lessons worth learning. Hilary Ballon
and Mariet Westermann, also writing about the
struggles of publishing in art history noted that ‘It
is a paradox of the digital revolution that it has
never been easier to produce and circulate a reproductive image, and never harder to publish
one.’ If publishing in general is in crisis because of
the seismic re-ordering in a digital world, the field
of art history represents the extreme of the spectrum; rights holders are accustomed to licensing
image content for limited edition print runs. As a
result e-publishing is paralyzed in the field since
e-journals and e-books cannot possibly be issued
with a promise that they will disappear after three
years. Given this particularly challenging corner
of the publishing world, a project initiated by the
Metropolitan Museum offers some hope of a collaborative way forward. What sociological re-engineering enabled progress on this problem? It is
possible that there are other lessons here too, that
might throw at least streaks of light on other process re-engineering provoked by digital innovation in publishing?
In this talk we begin by reviewing how a leading repository of art (The Metropolitan Museum
of Art) and a non-profit intermediary (Artstor)
created an alternative pathway to provide primary
source content in support of image-intensive
publishing. This venture is framed in the context
of a publishing system moving toward greater
freedom and an aim to bring about ever lower (or
no) fees to readers. A huge challenge for is the significant cost of managing the technology infrastructure around digital assets and associated
data. Internally, a great deal of re-alignment was
needed to justify the investment in enabling infrastructure and then to shift museums’ mindset
about the ‘value’ of the images.
I will discuss the need for collaborative relationships between content owners and educational users; the technological barriers to lowering image permissions costs and how they can be
overcome; the service models that support sustainable free services.

 Discovery service through the Directory of
Open Access Books (DOAB) (www.doabooks.
org)
The OAPEN Deposit service will launch with a
number of Research Councils in Europe; in some
countries the aim is to develop a national license
for all research funders and universities.
This paper describes how the Deposit service
works and how it supports OA policies. Special attention is given to the interaction of the service
with the institutional repositories of universities
and the added value of a centralised approach to
the deposit of OA books for universities and their
libraries.
Eelco Ferwerda is Director of OAPEN, a foundation dedicated to OA
books. He has been active in the area
of Open Access for monographs since
2008, when he started managing
OAPEN as a EU co-funded project
with six European university presses.
Before that he worked as Publisher of
Digital Products at Amsterdam University Press. Before joining AUP in 2002, he worked in
various new media subsidiaries at the former Dutch newspaper publisher PCM, and as Manager Business Development for PCM Interactive Media. He is co-founder of the
Association of European University Presses (AEUP, 2010)
and of the Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB), which
he launched with Lars Björnshauge in 2012. In 2013, he
organised a conference on OA monographs in the Humanities and Social Sciences with Caren Milloy of JISC
Collections and hosted by the British Library.

Session 8: Open Access
10:00–10:25
8.3:
James Shulman,
ARTstor, USA

Lessons Learned from the
Launch of a Free Service
Supporting Publishing in
Art History
In 2006 John Nicoll criticized the practice of
charging fees for the use of images of public domain works that resided in tax-subsidized institu46

Publishers are, perhaps understandably, very
cautious about the e-book and how it will affect
their business. Readers are well aware that the
e-book has lower production and distribution
costs than the printed book and, not surprisingly,
anticipate that e-books will be cheaper than printed books.
Booksellers have been under pressure for some
time from the giant of online bookselling, Amazon, and the e-book has intensified that pressure.
There are now more bookshops in Japan, for example, than in the whole of the USA and one
hears of closure of bookshops in the UK almost
every week.
Libraries, ever adaptable, have responded in
various ways to the e-book and have a number of
problems in coping with them. Problems relating
to publishers’ willingness to make them available
to libraries; problems with the lack of independent platforms through which they can be made
available to readers; problems in academic libraries between the economic imperative underlying
the use of e-textbooks and students’ preferences
for the printed version; and problems with VAT
charges and the terms under which e-books are
made available.
Readers divide into three camps: those who
prefer the printed book and nothing else; those
who prefer the e-book; and those who choose one
or the other depending on circumstances. All
seem agreed that convenience and portability are
the key advantages of the e-book.
My presentation will deal with at least some of
these issues in the particular context of the research project, funded by the Swedish Research
Council (Vetenskapsrådet) at the University of
Borås.

James Shulman serves as ARTstor’s
President. Working with his colleagues, he developed and implemented plans for creating an organisation that now provides a digital
library of over 1.6 million images to
over 1,500 colleges, universities,
schools, and museums around the
world; ARTstor also provides the
Shared Shelf cataloging and asset
management service, and manages a number of free and
open services including Images for Academic Publishing
and the Built Works Registry (with the Avery Library and
the Getty Research Institute). ARTstor was among the initial content hubs that supported the efforts of museums
and libraries that provided content to the Digital Public
Library of America. He received his BA and PhD from Yale
and writes and speaks about issues associated with the educational use of images and digital technology, innovative
non-profits, and high impact philanthropy. He serves on
the Board of Smith College and on the Content and Scope
Working Group for the Digital Public Library of America.

Plenary Session
11:00–11:45
Invited Speaker:
Professor Thomas Daniel Wilson,
University of Borås, Sweden

The e-Book Phenomenon
and its Impact
There have been times when it seemed that the
e-book was almost dead and times when its expansion has seemed almost overwhelming. It
hasn’t died and it has not yet taken over publishing. However, there is no doubt that the appearance in the world of books of the e-book has disrupted the entire world of the book from author
to reader, via publisher, bookseller, and library.
Authors, for example, are now more independent than ever before, of publishers and agents.
Self-publishing is now a relatively straightforward
process and a number of agencies have been established to assist the self-publishing author.
Some literary agents are now turning to e-book
publishing, perhaps as a way of promoting unknown authors, possibly as a way of beginning to
develop vertical integration in their industry.

Thomas Daniel Wilson has worked in
the information sector since 1951,
holding positions in the public sector,
industry, colleges and universities. He
has been a Visiting Professor at the
Universities of Maryland and North
Carolina in the USA, at McGill University, Canada, Curtin University,
Perth, Western Australia and at Tallinn Pedagogical University, Estonia.
He was Head of the Department of Information Studies,
University of Sheffield, for fifteen years and in 2000 he was
awarded the ALISE Professional Contribution Award for
his services to education. Following his retirement, he was
awarded the title of Professor Emeritus and is now a Visiting Professor at Leeds University Business School and Sen-
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Dr Tamar Sadeh began her career developing search engines for structured
and unstructured data, with a bachelor’s degree in computer science and
mathematics. At Ex Libris, a multinational company that develops
high-performance applications for libraries and information centres, she
has taken an active role in the definition and marketing of the company’s various technologies
since she joined the company in 1999. Shed has a doctorate from City University London’s School of Informatics.

ior Professor at the Swedish School of Library and Information Science, University of Borås, Sweden. He is
Publisher and Editor in Chief of the electronic journal,
Information Research. He founded and edited the print
journals, Social Science Information Studies and The International Journal of Information Management. He was
awarded honorary doctorates by Gothenburg University,
Sweden, in 2005 and by the University of Murcia, Spain, in
2010.

Sponsor: Strategy Update
13:15–13:45

Plenary Session
13:45–14:30

Tamar Sadeh,
Ex Libris

Invited Speaker:
Dr Elena Simperl,
University of Southampton, UK

How Do Academic Users
Search? And How Can We
Help Them Find What They
Want?

Crowdsourcing Content
Management: Challenges
and Opportunities

Because of the simple search interface that today’s
library discovery systems offer, users tend to expect a Google-like search experience in which the
discovery system understands what they want; is
forgiving of misspellings, omissions, and word
variations; and displays the most relevant results
first, regardless of how a query is formulated.
Known-item searches, which make up the majority of searches in an academic environment, pose
a particular challenge for discovery systems.
While users know exactly what they are after,
their method of describing the desired item can
range from typing a few of the title’s words to copying and pasting an entire citation.
This session – a sequel to my presentation at
the LIBER 2012 Annual Conference – focuses on
the analysis of logs captured from searches by
scholars around the world and in a variety of disciplines, and the insights derived from this analysis. The session addresses the ways in which the
search engine of the Ex Libris Primo discovery
system handles specific types of searches – particularly known-item searches – overcomes inaccuracies and omissions in users’ queries, and supports many types of search techniques employed
by users.

Crowdsourcing has become the mot du jour when
it comes to resolving any types of problems, online or offline, that require sustained human involvement. We see it applied in order to motivate
employees to engage with less rewarding daily
routines, to attract the best possible ideas and approaches to boost innovation, or to complete data
processing tasks that computing technology has
yet to master quickly and accurately. In this talk
we will look at its various forms and flavours,
from gamification to human computation and
grand challenges, and discuss how it could be
used to turn conventional content management
applications into social machines in which tasks
are performed as optimal combinations of human
and computational intelligence. We will analyse
the most important building blocks of such systems, as well as design and participation best
practices that should guide their development.
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nancial models. Once a journal has proven to be
sustainable in every way, we prepare in association with the editorial board for the upcoming
course change and support the transfer to the
publishing market.
This paper explains how Utrecht University
Library supports OA by developing high-quality
journals. It discusses the expertise needed to implement the service successfully and run it. It addresses the required financial investment as well
as the contractual requirements to guarantee OA
for the journal title and license. But more importantly, as a mediator between scientists and publishers, our Library is able to try and bring together the interests of both worlds and at the same
time act as advocate and adviser on OA. In our
experience so far, this role and expertise is much
needed. If the Library supports the best dissemination of scientific results in Open Access, scholars can focus on their core business: research.

Dr Elena Simperl works as a senior
lecturer at the Web and Internet Science (WAIS) group at the University
of Southampton. Her research interests include knowledge engineering,
Social Web technologies, and crowdsourcing. She has contributed and led
over fifteen national and European
research projects and authored more
than 75 scientific publications, and chaired the European
Semantic Web Conference in 2011 and 2012. She has initiated several activities targeted at the supervision and
guidance of doctoral students and young researchers, including the ESWC Summer School; the Asian Semantic
Web School; and the IEEE Summer School on Semantic
Computing. She is also co-founder of semsphere GmbH, a
professional training company in the same area. She is actively involved in knowledge transfer and innovation
management initiatives, including the European Data Forum, which she chaired in 2013.

Session 9: Open Access
09:00–09:25

Inge Werner is Publishing Consultant for Utrecht University Library
(the Netherlands). She has a background in the Humanities, and received her PhD in Renaissance Studies in 2009. Inge is a Board member
and Secretary of the Open Access
Scholarly Publishers Association
(OASPA). Currently, she runs the library’s publishing service, which publishes over 20 Open
Access journals. She advises individual scholars on publishing, and editorial boards on starting and developing a
journal in Open Access. She also advises on Open Access
policy issues within the library. Her main fields of interest
are the changing role of the university library, Open Access
policy making and scholarly communication in general.

9.1:
Inge Werner,
Utrecht University Library, The Netherlands

From Services to Partnering:
A New Strategy for OA
Publishing in Utrecht
University Library
Utrecht University Library has developed a new
strategy to support Open Access journal publishing. Based on ten years of experience in publishing over twenty Open Access journals with Igitur
publishing, we have recently shifted our focus towards developing OA and transition journals in a
fixed period of time.
We currently limit the residence time of a
journal in our Library to six years. After this period of development and quality management, a
journal should either be ready for self-publishing
or for transfer to the (commercial) OA market. We
develop the journal in predetermined stages by
stimulating quality and reach, and work towards
impact and sustainability. A major advantage of
this approach is that it allows journals to work on
(online) strategies gradually and to adapt new fi49

Saskia C.J. de Vries became an academic publisher with Kluwer in the
1980s after a short period teaching
Dutch Language and Literature. In
summer 1992, the Board of the University of Amsterdam asked her to
start up Amsterdam University Press
(www.aup.nl), and she was its first
Director. Over the twenty years of her
directorship, Amsterdam University Press grew into an international, academic publisher with 20 employees in
2012, who were responsible for the approximately 200
books and 9 academic journals a year, 60% of them in
English, that were published. In 2006 she was co-founder
of Leiden University Press, which has functioned as part of
the University of Leiden since 2009. From 2008 till 2011,
Amsterdam University Press was coordinator of the EU
project Open Access Publishing in European Networks
(www.oapen.org).Thanks to this European project, AUP
grew into one of the most innovative university presses in
the world giving high priority to Open Access publishing.
As business models in the academic publishing world are
rapidly changing, and since there seems to be a vast need
within academia to explore new ways of disseminating academic research results that are primarily funded with
public money, she started her own business in 2012: Sampan – Academia & Publishing. At present, she is working
with the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences,
the National Library of the Netherlands, the Centre of Science and Technology (CWTS) at the University of Leiden
and Radboud University of Nijmegen.

Session 9: Open Access
09:30–09:55
9.2:
Saskia C.J. de Vries,
Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen,
The Netherlands

A New Service to Academia:
Quality Open Access Market
QOAM – Quality of Service Matched Against
Price
When scientific and scholarly publishing is no
longer seen as copyright exploitation but as a service, as is the case in the OA paradigm, there is a
need for a market where quality of the service can
be matched against price. So, once the Journal
Score Card was developed (to be demonstrated
during presentation), it was a natural step to create a place where information about actual journal prices, that is publication fees, was available as
well. The idea of the Quality Open Access Market – QOAM – was born. As QOAM will be operating in a nascent market, both its journal quality
indicator and the information about pricing are
in their infancy and may need further development. But one has to start somewhere.
For Whom Is QOAM Useful?
First and for all, QOAM aims at authors who
want to publish their article in open access in a
high-quality journal and for a reasonable price.
Then there is the library community. In the subscription period libraries were invaluable to academia when building up high-quality collections.
The Big Deals with their ‘take-it-or-leave-it’ approach seemed to make this capacity redundant.
QOAM enables libraries to apply this competence
anew in the open access world by publishing Journal Score Cards and give journals feedback on
how to improve. Last but not least, QOAM makes
the world of academic publishing transparent to
policy-makers, journalists, and the public at large.
During the presentation, the Quality Open Access Market (www.qoam.eu) will be demonstrated, librarians will be informed how they can get
involved themselves, and how they can involve
the academics (authors and editors) in their institutions.

Session 9: Open Access
10:00–10:25
9.3:
Margo Bargheer,
Göttingen State and University Library,
Germany

Open Access: Aligning Library
Services for Scholarly
Publishing and User Needs
Nearly ten years ago, Goettingen State and University Library initiated a university-wide policy
encouraging researchers to adopt Open Access
whenever possible. This is now underpinned by
core services that provide support to researchers,
including Goettingen University Press (founded
in 2003), as well as repositories for theses and
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peer-reviewed publications. In addition, a central
Open Access fund has been established, which
covers article processing charges and monitors
the uptake of Gold Open Access at the University
of Goettingen. These service areas are combined
with strategic involvement in national and international initiatives, such as the Confederation of
Open Access Repositories (COAR) and OpenAIRE,
the European-wide Open Access infrastructure
for publications. These institutional activities work
in both directions: they are crucial for enhancing
local services and vice versa feed experiences and
lessons learned into international collaborations.
However, the realities of developing and running these services and activities – i.e. based on
user needs while simultaneously bringing about
behaviour change – continue to be a challenge.
Even the most ambitious repository requires constant enhancement and marketing to maintain the
awareness of researchers. This has special resonance given the current drift of open access discussions towards Gold open access. Promoting
Open Access is an on-going effort: technologies
and stakeholders continue to change, and resear
chers’ perceptions and practices evolve during
their careers. Open Access services therefore seem
to require ongoing evaluation and alignment.
Close attention to user needs has proven to be
a helpful navigation system in an otherwise increasingly complex landscape. Our presentation
will illustrate how the Library explores these
needs, provides feedback to existing services and
rethinks approaches where adequate. Among
these methods are beta-tests for software solutions, trainings for multipliers and in-depth qualitative social research that has served as a preparation for a larger quantitative survey which took
place early this year.

Session 10: New Skills for
Librarians
09:00–09:25
10.1:
Sheila Mary Corrall,
University of Pittsburgh, USA

Mobilizing Invisible Library
Assets for Innovative
Research Support in the 2020
Information Landscape
Librarians in universities around the world face
continuing changes and challenges in the higher
education and research environment, including
technological advances, publishing innovations,
global recession and policy developments. Some
libraries are offering or planning novel research
services, often involving coordination with administrative partners, integration with institutional processes, and embedding in scholarly
workflows. Others are concerned not to reach beyond their ability to deliver, but risk falling behind and becoming irrelevant in the process.
Drawing on ideas from management literature
and evidence from library practice, we argue that
an overextension strategy, based on the accumulation of invisible assets, is not only advisable, but
vital, for research libraries to survive and thrive in
the 2020 information landscape.
Published studies have identified technical
skills gaps and shortages as constraints on development of library support for research, but have
also pointed to core professional competencies
that are transferable to new tasks. Practitioner reflections on pioneering efforts in service innovation have recognized additional dimensions of
organization behavior that can support successful
delivery, including management structures and
stakeholder relationships. An intellectual capital
perspective enables us to focus holistically on
these intangible resources that represent strategic
advantage for libraries adopting emergent models
of research support. Our project aimed to discover the human, structural and relational assets enabling higher-end service interventions.

Margo Bargheer is a trained designer
and holds a Master’s degree in Social
Anthropology and Media Sciences.
She works at Göttingen State and
University Library and is head of the
Department for Electronic Publishing, which includes the University
Press, electronic theses, institutional
repositories, projects like OpenAIRE,
the COAR office and the publication
funds for open access articles. She is an OAPEN board
member and currently the spokesperson for the Working
Group of German-Speaking University Presses. She teaches electronic publishing and Open Access to students and
librarians.
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A case study design was chosen as a strategy
enabling in-depth investigation of complex phenomena in context. Two sites were selected as examples of large and mid-sized libraries in highly-ranked research universities. Semi-structured
interviews were used to collect data from a purposive sample of library workers engaged in scholarly communications, open access, bibliometrics,
and research data management activities. A review of related literature informed the interview
questions. The data was analyzed thematically,
using the OECD’s 2008 classification of intellectual assets as an analytical framework. The research confirmed the enduring value of tradi
tional library skillsets when combined with
boundary-spanning capacity, based on institutional know-how, and personal networks. The
findings have implications for library strategy development and job specification.

Session 10: New Skills for
Librarians
09:30–09:55
10.2:
Iryna Kuchma,
Stichting eIFL.net (EIFL), Italy

Librarians’ Competencies in
Support of E-Research and
Scholarly Communication
This paper will present the results of the ARL/
CARL/COAR/LIBER Joint Task Force on Librarians’ Competencies in Support of E-Research and
Scholarly Communication.
Rapid changes in technology and associated
shifts in research and scholarly communications
are profoundly changing the role of libraries in
the 21st century. The emergence of e-research, for
example, is bringing about new ways of doing science across the globe, compelling libraries to
adopt new services, such as assisting with the development of research data management plans,
hosting collaborative virtual research environments, in addition to managing institutional repositories, and providing support in open access
publishing and digital humanities. These novel
services require a range of new skills and expertise
within the library community as well as a shift in
organizational models for libraries.
In August 2013, the Association of Research
Libraries (ARL), the Canadian Association of Research Libraries (CARL), the Confederation of
Open Access Repositories (COAR), and the Association of European Research Libraries (LIBER)
came together to work jointly on defining professional librarians’ competency needs to support
e-research and scholarly communication. The
aim of the task force is to outline the competencies needed by librarians in this evolving environment. Since then, the Task Force has been working on identifying emerging specialty roles,
performing a literature review and collaboratively
preparing a series of service areas and competencies documents for research data management,
scholarly communication and publishing, digital
curation and preservation and support for digital
scholarship.

Sheila Mary Corrall was appointed
Professor and Chair of the Library &
Information Science Program at the
University of Pittsburgh, USA, in
2012, following eight years as Professor of Librarianship & Information
Management at the University of
Sheffield, UK, where she was a founding member of the Centre for Information Literacy Research and Head of the Information
School for four years. She previously served as director of
library and information services at three UK universities,
and as head of science, technology, patent, and business
information services at The British Library. She teaches
courses on Academic Libraries and Research Methods, and
her research areas include the application of business
management concepts and tools to library and information services; roles, competencies, and education of information professionals; and collection development and information resource management in the digital world.
Recent work includes a review of evolving academic library
specialties, a study of the contribution of virtual internships to LIS professional education, an international survey of library engagement with bibliometrics and research
data management, and an essay on future design of library space from a researcher perspective. She is a member
of the UK Arts and Humanities Research Council Peer Review College, she serves on the editorial boards of five international journals, and also on the advisory boards of
Credo Reference and Facet Publishing. In 2002 she was
elected as the first President of the Chartered Institute of
Library and Information Professionals, and in 2003 she
was presented with the International Information Industries Lifetime Achievement Award.
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The task force will also produce a toolkit that
will help to build capacity in libraries for supporting new roles in the area of scholarly communication and e-research. The toolkit will allow library
managers to identify skill gaps in their institution,
form the basis of job descriptions, enable professionals to carry out self-assessments, and act as a
foundation for the development of training programmes for librarians and library professionals.
In addition, the toolkit will provide an outline of
new organisational models that are evolving in
this dynamic environment. This paper will update
the research library community on the work of
the Task Force, and will seek feedback from the
community.

Session 10: New Skills for
Librarians
10:00–10:25
10.3:
Don MacMillan,
University of Calgary, Canada

Developing Data Literacy
Competencies to Enhance
Faculty Collaborations

Iryna Kuchma is the EIFL Open Access Programme Manager. Her responsibilities include advocacy of
open access to research results and
support in developing open access
policies, training and support in setting up open access journals and
open repositories, organising workshops and other knowledge-sharing
and capacity-building events. Previously Iryna Kuchma
worked as an Information Programme Manager at the International Renaissance Foundation (part of the Soros
Foundation network in Ukraine) and coordinated the Arts
and Culture Programme there. Iryna is a member of the
Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) Advisory Board,
DSpace Community Advisory Team (DCAT), IFLA’s Open
Access Taskforce, NDLTD (Networked Digital Library of
Theses and Dissertations) Board of Directors, the Open Library of Humanities Internationalisation Committee, and
PLOS International Advisory Group. She chairs a Working
Group ‘Repository and Repository Networks Support &
Training’ in the Confederation of Open Access Repositories (COAR) and a Joint ARL/CARL/COAR/LIBER Task
Force on Librarians’ Competencies in Support of E-Research and Scholarly Communication.
In 2009–2010 she was a Steering Committee (and
Task Group) member, InterAcademy Panel on International Issues (IAP) Programme on Digital Knowledge Resources and Infrastructure in Developing Countries. She
has also served on the Access to Learning Award (ATLA)
Committee of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation’s
Global Library Initiative.

Library associations, including LIBER and ARL,
have determined that supporting researchers in
the discovery, use, and management of data is an
emerging critical role for libraries. In order to
serve these needs, librarians need to develop a
deeper understanding of the ways researchers interact with data throughout their workflow. The
integrated way that researchers work with scholarly publications, data and discovery tools also demands that academic librarians integrate data
and information literacy in workshops to educate
the next generation of scientists. Collaborating
with teaching faculty to develop these sessions
can increase our own competencies in using data
resources, enhance relationships with researchers
and lead to improved understanding. Librarians
learn how researchers interact with data to solve
problems and generate knowledge, and researchers learn how librarians’ understanding of how
information works can contribute to their teaching and scholarship.
The presenter will provide a case study of one
such collaboration with a Biochemist that has developed over time. Students in a genetics course
learn how to use bioinformatics databases such as
OMIM and ExPASy, and how those resources provide answers about genes and diseases. In the following semester, a session within a biochemistry
course bridges gaps between the two disciplines
and introduces students to protein repositories
such as the Protein Data Bank and the European
Bioinformatics Institute tools. This innovative
approach to data literacy has had benefits for the
librarian’s work with other faculty and graduate
students. The greatest beneficiaries, however, are
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method and techniques which best serve for each
phase in the particular domain of application. For
these purposes, the ISO/FDIS 31000 and the ISO/
IEC 31010 are, respectively, the most relevant.
The creation of two documents, the DMP and the
RMP, goes to the heart of two distinct problems.
In order to avoid duplication, we also propose to
unify these plans through a coordinated Data
Governance concern. Accordingly, as is becoming
usual for DMPs, where we can already see trained
librarians playing important roles in many organisations, so librarians trained in Risk Management
(RM) could, in the future, play the role of the risk
expert, fundamental for the development and execution of the RMP.
To assume this role, we propose the following
set of skills for librarians:
 Data Management: know the DM principles,
techniques, initiatives, standards and the project’s data life cycle
 Security: A good background in breaches that
threatens data is fundamental to assess risks
and mitigate them
 Metadata: Knowing how to produce, collect,
manage and secure metadata
 Advocacy, copyright and intellectual property
rights: In e-Science, data dissemination is important, so copyright or property infringement
brings risks threatening that goal
 Technical skills: Relevant to determine technical risks and controls related to the technology
and infrastructures in use for e-Science projects
 Data value: Know how to assess the value of
the data objects worth protecting
 RM skills: Knowledge of principles, processes
and techniques to identify, analyze, evaluate
and treat any risk surrounding data
 E-Science focus: Knowledge of the field in
question is mandatory
In this paper we illustrate our arguments with examples from the development of a RMP for a real
e-Science project, MetaGenFRAME, focused in
the domain of Metagenomics.

the students who gain real life experience with
current biomedical resources.
The collaboration has also resulted in joint
publications and presentations at biology education conferences. Working with data at this level
promotes the role of librarians in teaching students to use data resources in concert with more
traditional bibliographic sources. Adapting our
knowledge and retuning our skills ensures we remain relevant in a changing information environment. The presentation will also outline program
best practices, data competencies, and assessment
techniques.
Don MacMillan is Liaison Librarian
for Biological Sciences, Math, Physics, Astronomy & Mathematics and
Biomedical Engineering at the University of Calgary’s Taylor Family
Digital Library. He has a BSc and an
MLS. He provides program-integrated information literacy instruction
and advanced reference and training
to students and faculty in those disciplines as well as in
Spatial and Numeric Data Services. He also conducts research on student learning, information literacy and the
incorporation of discovery tools, data and technology in
information literacy instruction.

Session 11: Research
Infrastructures
09:00–09:25
11.1:
Raquel Bairrão,
OINESC-ID/Técnico, University of Lisbon,
Portugal

Data Governance in E-Science
Data in e-Science projects is frequently created
and transformed by different methods, tools and
schemas, from multiple provenances, and reused
in not always expected scenarios. To help to manage this, the concept of the Data Management
Plan (DMP) was conceived. However, since the
guidelines for a DMP do not cover all concerns,
we suggest that this can be done by a complementary Risk Management Plan (RMP). The best practice for a RMP must comprise the definition of a

Raquel Bairrão is a Master’s student
in Information Systems and Computer Engineering at Tecnico, University
of Lisbon, Portugal. She has a BA in
Information Systems and Computer
Engineering from the same University
in 2013. Currently, she is working on
her Master’s thesis on ‘A Risk Management Method to Support Decision
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Robin Charlotte Rice is Data Librarian for the University of Edinburgh,
based in EDINA and Data Library,
part of Information Services. She received a Master’s in Library and Information Studies from the University of Wisconsin-Madison and worked
as a data librarian there before moving to Scotland. She is the service
manager of the University’s Data Library and the Edinburgh DataShare repository, and serves on the Research
Data Management ‘action group’ for rolling out RDM
services to the University. Over the past fifteen years she
has led a number of Jisc-funded projects to do with data
sharing and curation, learning and teaching with data,
building institutional data repositories, identifying institutional data assets, and developing online learning materials in research data management. She was involved in
the development of the University of Edinburgh’s Research
Data Management Policy, the first of its kind in the UK,
and created a programme to train the University’s academic service librarians in research data management.
The materials she co-authored for training both researchers and librarians in RDM are available on the MANTRA
website with an open licence and have been utilised by
other institutions in the UK and elsewhere (datalib.edina.
ac.uk/mantra).

Taking in Digital Curation’, and she aims to present a
method based on the ISO/FDIS 31000 and ISO/IEC 31010,
aligned to Risk Management for the Digital Curation
scope. She also works as a researcher in INESC-ID Lisbon,
Portugal, being a part of the team of the 4C Project – Collaboration to Clarify the Costs of Curation. She has made a
contribution to the paper ‘Data Management in Metagenomics: A Risk Management Approach’, which will be presented in the International Digital Curation Conference
(IDCC 2014). The principle areas of study are Risk Management, Digital Curation and Digital Preservation.

Session 11: Research
Infrastructures
09:30–09:55
11.2:
Robin Charlotte Rice,
University of Edinburgh, UK

Supporting Good Practice in
Research Data Management:
Edinburgh’s Experience

Session 11: Research
Infrastructures
10:00–10:25

Supporting good management of research data is
a new initiative for most institutions. In addition
to developing new policies and investing in infrastructure, the institution needs a locus for outreach and day-to-day support for researchers trying to meet these new requirements by funders,
publishers and the institution. Although many
roles across the institution are needed to help researchers fully address these new requirements –
IT consultants, records management officers, the
Research Office, Ethics Committees – librarians
are the best placed to organise awareness-raising
campaigns and handle everyday queries regarding
best practice in research data management for
current and planned projects. The University of
Edinburgh Information Services, and particularly
the Data Library, has been developing services
and building capacity for support for Research
Data Management (RDM) since 2007, including
training of all our academic service librarians and
provision of an online training course for researchers, MANTRA. This paper will reflect on
that experience and offer lessons learned to others now engaging in RDM support in their institutions.

11.3:
Kathleen Shearer,
Confederation of Open Access Repositories

Global Alignment of
Repository Networks
The Open Access (OA) movement has progressed
well beyond whether OA is desirable towards
pragmatic actions and decisions about how best
to achieve OA to scholarly literature and research
data. Support for OA from the Global Research
Council, the G8 Science Ministers, the European
Commission as well as numerous countries, funding agencies and institutions around the world
signal that open access will soon become the default mode for scholarly output. Countries and
regions around the world are adopting open access policies and developing repository networks
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to support these policies. While there are unique
requirements in each jurisdictional context and
local infrastructures may differ, repository networks must be aligned across the world in order
to support the truly global nature of research and
scholarly communication.
Repository networks can be aligned on a number of levels: strategically, laws and policies, and
at the technical and service level. Through a number of strategic and pragmatic activities, the Confederation of Open Access Repositories (COAR) is
already working on many aspects of alignment. In
March 2014, COAR organised a meeting in Rome,
Italy with high-level representatives from regions
around the world to discuss the alignment of
open access repository networks.
The objectives of the meeting were to:
 Establish formal contacts between repository
networks across the globe
 Identify areas in which we can further collaborate and align our activities
 Agree on a mechanism to ensure on-going dialogue
This paper will articulate in detail the benefits of
aligning repository networks, present the outcomes of the March 2014 meeting, and outline
the next steps for further actions in this area.

Session 12: Legal Aspects
09:00–09:25
12.1:
Melanie Dulong de Rosnay,
CNRS, France

The Regulation of Text
and Data Mining
Researchers need text and data which can be accessed and reused for data mining purposes. Research libraries play a role not only in providing
them with material, but also with legal advice on
which actions can or cannot be undertaken on the
material. They are negotiating licensing agreements with content providers. Research libraries
are also advising governments, participating in
consultations such as the Licensing for Europe
Text and data mining Working Group and the European Commission public consultation on copyright.
The regulation of Text and Data Mining (TDM)
is affected by legislation on the creation and the
usage, access to and reuse of data related to research, copyright, public sector information, data
protection, education and sector domains such as
the environment. It also considers licensing
agreements imposed by data providers and licensing options available to the research institution as
data producers, between all rights reserved and
public domain including the various open licenses. The legal framework of law and licenses (regulation by law) is completed by opportunities and
restrictions embedded in the technical architecture (regulation by technology) of the platforms
hosting the data, which can make it practically
impossible or difficult to perform certain actions.
The discrepancies between this techno-legal
framework and the requirements of researchers’
applications to process data, investigate queries,
mining, visualisation or other analytical tasks
without restriction indicate points of frictions
which should be solved. The most important issues are attribution, non-commercial and share
alike requirements, the lack of definition of data,
the framing of TDM as an exception instead of a
right and technical restrictions.

Kathleen Shearer is Executive Director of the Confederation of Open Access Repositories (COAR), an international association of repository
initiatives launched in October 2009.
COAR is located in Gottingen, Germany – with a membership of over
100 institutions worldwide from 35
countries in four continents. Its mission is to enhance the visibility and application of research
outputs through a global network of open access digital
repositories.
Shearer has her Master’s in Library and Information
Studies (MLIS) and has worked in the areas of open access
and research data management for over a decade. She is
Chair of the international Open Access Licenses and
Agreements Task Force, which monitors consortial licensing practices for deposit into repositories. She is also cochair of the RDA Long Tail of Research Data Interest
Group, which is looking at good practices for managing
multidisciplinary data sets in repositories. She is also a
part-time Research Associate with the Canadian Association of Research Libraries and a member of the Steering
Committee for Research Data Canada.
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The methodology associates legal research and
argumentation to produce policy recommendations. The geographic focus is Europe, but US and
Latin American Open Access legislations are included in the sources as they should be analysed
with a critical perspective. While most literature
and projects deal with Open Access to publications, this article targets more specifically Open
Access to research data and includes recent developments: the 4.0 Creative Commons licenses
available since November 2013, the Horizon 2020
pilot published in December 2013, the Elsevier
TDM policy and the Twitter Data Grant both released in February 2014.

Session 12: Legal Aspects
09:30–09:55
12.2:
Jon Arild Olsen,
National Library of Norway, Norway

From Research Library to
Research Lab: the Case of the
National Library of Norway
The availability of large digital text collections
online is changing the uses of texts and the relevance of library catalogues and bibliographic data.
General search engines such as Google are gradually substituting catalogues as the place to start
for those who are interested in finding general information about a particular work. Increasingly,
as more and more books become digitally available, general search engines are also used by people
intending to read a book.
However, the large-scale digitisation of texts
also emphasises the need for reliable metadata in
order for the digital library to function not only as
a trusted repository, extending its bibliographic
control into the digital domain, but to organise
textual corpora permitting quantitative analyses
with reliable results.
The National Library of Norway plans to digitise its entire collection of books, and is currently
halfway. Due to a radical collective licencing
agreement called The Bookshelf, the Library can
make available both works in the public domain
and books under copyright. By 2018, the Library
will be able to give users with Norwegian IP-addresses access to the complete national literature
up until 2001.
This paper will examine how a digital library
collection, the digitised texts and their corresponding metadata, is something more and other
than a collection of digital versions of printed
texts, and invites uses which differ so radically
from what one can do with a printed text collection that it becomes something completely different, a new entity in our cultural ontology.
The paper will present the first results of a project at the National Library of Norway: the establishing of an n-gram reader connected to the
complete digital collection of printed material in

Mélanie Dulong de Rosnay is a researcher working on the international governance of digital commons
and access to knowledge. She is a permanent researcher at the French National Centre for Scientific Research
(CNRS) Institute for Communication
Sciences, Visiting Fellow at London
School of Economics and Political
Science Department of Media and Communications, associated researcher at CERSA (CNRS University Paris 2),
where she has been Creative Commons France legal lead
since 2003. In 2011 she co-founded the Communia international association on the digital public domain, which
she currently chairs and has represented at WIPO. She
teaches copyright law and participates in research projects
on commons-based peer production, public sector information, distributed architectures, open scientific data and
public domain digitisation. A graduate in political sciences and a PhD in law, she has been a research fellow at the
Berkman Center for Internet & Society of Harvard Law
School and Science Commons and then at the Institute for
Information Law of the University of Amsterdam. Her
publications are available at www.iscc.cnrs.fr/spip.php?article1558.
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the National Library of Norway. It will show how
the uses of n-grams are not limited to linguistics
and ICT, but are also increasingly being used by
researchers in the humanities and social sciences
working in the rapidly expanding fields of digital
humanities, content analysis and culturomics.

portals for researchers and students to work with
large collections of digital radio and television.
The collections: The State and University Library in Aarhus, Denmark, has responsibility for
collecting, preserving and making accessible radio
and television broadcasts. Denmark has had a legal deposit law covering radio and television since
2005, and from the start programmes were captured digitally. Today, the collection holds about
1.3 million broadcasts, also including some content digitised from tape.
The portals: The collections are available
through two online portals: Mediestream.dk and
Larm.fm. The first is the State and University Library’s own online portal to our digital collections. Apart from radio and television, it holds a
collection of 50,000 commercials and we are
about to add a sub-portal with 32 million pages of
digitised newspapers. The second portal is Larm.
fm which draws on the same radio content in the
same digital repository, but is developed by a consortia consisting of several universities, the Danish Broadcasting Corporation, DR, and the State
and University Library. It not only provides access
but also offers tools for working with the collections, developed in close co-operation with the
researchers.
The legal framework: Danish copyright law allows copyright agencies to negotiate access rights
for vast quantities of content, including radio and
television broadcasts. This makes it possible to
give access to vast quantities of copyright-protected content, without asking every single copyright owner. It is not free however, so it is still
necessary to find business models to cover the
costs. The case study will explore and compare
the two different approaches and the interaction
with academic users before and after launch of
the services.

Jon Arild Olsen is director of the Department for Research and Dissemination in the National Library of
Norway. He has a PhD in literature
from the University in Oslo and has
published L’Esprit du roman (Peter
Lang 2004), as well as contributions
on literature and film to journals
such as Poétique and Norsk litteraturvitenskapelig tidsskrift. After
working as adviser and head of section for academic affairs in the Faculty of Humanities, University of Oslo, he
joined the National Library of Norway in 2009 where he
headed the section for film and music before becoming the
director of the Department for Research and Scholarship
in 2011.

Session 12: Legal Aspects
10:00–10:25
12.3:
Tonny Skovgård Jensen,
State and University Library, Aarhus,
Denmark

Digital Collections at Work.
Radio and Television
Collections Online – A Case
Study from Denmark

Tonny Skovgård Jensen has an MA in
Literature and a BS in Biology from
University of Aarhus. He has spent
thirteen years in publishing, ten years
as marketing manager for an educational publisher. He was CEO and
partner in an IT company working
with e-book distribution and e-learning for four years. He has been chief
consultant at Aarhus State and University Library for four years, working with business development, strategy and digitisation projects. He currently
works as Director of the National Library Division at Aarhus State and University Library.

Many libraries in Europe have built large digital
collections over the past twenty years. But how do
you turn the collections into living archives that
are widely accessible and also actually used for different academic purposes? How do you handle
the copyright issues, design a business model,
control who can access – and how do you engage
the academic community in the process? This
case study summarises the experience from two
Danish approaches. So do they really come?
In Denmark a fortunate mix of legal, technical,
economic and academic circumstances have paved
the way for two independent and very different
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Dr Andres Guadamuz is Senior Lecturer in Intellectual Property Law at
the University of Sussex, and an Associate Researcher of the CREATe Centre for Copyright and New Business
Models in the Creative Economy. He
is an international consultant for the
World Intellectual Property Organization, and has been involved with
Creative Commons in various roles since 2005. His main
research areas are open licensing, software protection, digital copyright, and complexity in networks. He has published two books, the most recent is Networks, Complexity
and Internet Regulation, with the British publisher Edward Elgar.

Plenary Session
11:00–11:45
Invited Speaker:
Dr Andres Guadamuz,
University of Sussex, UK

Copyright, Open Science,
and Challenges for Research
Libraries
In recent years, there has been growing interest in
the area of open source software (OSS) as an alternative IPR protection model, and as well as presenting alternative economic and licensing possibilities. The success of OSS has had wider
implications to many other fields of human endeavour than the mere licensing of computer programmes. There are a growing number of institutions interested in using OSS licensing schemes
to distribute scientific data. There appears to be
growing concern in the scientific community
about the trend to fence and protect scientific research through intellectual property. The OSS experience represents a successful model that
demonstrates that IP licenses could eventually be
used to protect against the misuse and misappropriation of basic scientific research. Translating
existing OSS licenses to protect scientific research
has been a positive step towards done this. Some
efforts are already paying dividends in areas such
as scientific publishing, evidenced by the growing
number of Open Access journals and other publications offered through permissive licences such
as Creative Commons. However, many new challenges have arisen which are often not addressed
by licensing. Subjects such as data mining, database protection, European case law developments,
and the always-difficult subject of orphan works,
have created new challenges for open science.
This presentation reviews some of the latest
developments in the copyright licensing arena,
paying special interest to some issues described
above. The presentation will highlight the various
pitfalls and challenges involved in the open science arena, which may be of interest for research
libraries.

Sponsor: Strategy Update
12:00–12:30
Wouter Haak,
Elsevier, The Netherlands

The World is Changing for
the Researcher: What Can
We Do?
Elsevier and librarians are not so very different.
Serving the needs of researchers – in all their
many roles – is at our very core. This presentation
offers an inside view into how researcher behaviour is influencing changes to Elsevier products
and platforms, as well as is informing new solutions and services that are designed to keep science moving forward.
Wouter Haak is VP Product Strategy
for Elsevier Academic & Research
Markets. In this role, Wouter is responsible for the product strategy for
Elsevier products researchers, like
Scopus, ScienceDirect and Mendeley.
The overall aim is to leverage technology to improve research outcomes
by building solutions on top of content. Prior to Elsevier, Wouter has a
long background in product and strategy. He has online
experience from working for more than five years at eBay
Classifieds, e.g. Marktplaats.nl, Annunci.it – in roles varying from business development to having overall charge of
the classifieds businesses in Italy, France, Belgium and
Turkey. His strategy experience comes from having worked
with the Boston Consulting Group for seven years. He has
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introduces the Springer Book Archives (SBA), the
world’s largest online eBook archive of over
110,000 titles. As we will see, online access to archive content can play a substantial role in reducing long-term storage costs, especially when compared to the cost of keeping a printed book.
Finally, we will take a brief look at Springer’s recently launched altmetrics indicators and see how
they add valuable insight into the impact of content at the article level.

also worked for two start-up/early stage tech companies.
His role has always been to bridge understanding between
the customer, end-user and technical opportunities. Wouter’s academic experience and interest has mostly been in a
‘consuming’ mode, with degrees in classical music composition, computer science and business economics. Conversely, his contributions to the world of publications are
so far rather modest: one publication and one patent.

Sponsor: Strategy Update
12:30–13:00

Timon Oefelein is Springer’s Account
Development Manager for North
Western Europe and The Baltics. He
is based in the Berlin office and has
been with Springer for fourteen years,
in various global marketing posts. In
this current role he works closely with
numerous large academic research
universities as well as government organisations such as the EU Commission and the British
Library to help raise the Return on Investment (ROI) of
their Springer holdings. He does this mainly through specialist onsite workshops tailored to the needs of the respective library. He is particularly interested in how libraries
can measure ROI and optimise the discoverability of their
e-content. He is also interested in how the impact of research is measured, open-access, big data, information
literacy, mobile technologies, and the rise of altmetrics.

Timon Oefelein,
Springer, Germany

Springer – Your Link to the
Future
The first part of this presentation outlines Springer’s unique eBook offering and explains what
makes it so innovative and highly used. After introducing the basic business model, collection
size and scope, and DRM policy, the presentation
will showcase key eBook usage trends taken from
universities around the world. The second part
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LIBER Award for Library Innovation
The LIBER Award for Library Innovation was instituted by LIBER with support from Elsevier. It recognizes the three abstracts which best describe innovative work within the overall theme of the Annual
Conference ‘Research Libraries in the 2020 Information Landscape’.
The criteria (in order of importance) for the Award are:





Level of innovation
Impact on the wider library community
Originality
Quality of the abstract

The three abstracts which best fulfil these criteria are selected by the Conference Programme Committee.
The Award comprises the opportunity to present the winning paper at the 2014 LIBER Annual Conference
in Riga, Latvia, free Conference registration, and travel expenses and accommodation. The three winners
will receive their Awards during a short ceremony at the LIBER Annual Conference in Riga.
The Conference Programme Committee for the 43rd LIBER Annual Conference has decided to present
the 2014 LIBER Award for Library Innovation to:

Thomas Jouneau, Université de Lorraine, France
AnalogIST/ezPAARSE: Analysing Locally Gathered Logfiles to Determine Users’
Accesses to Subscribed e-Resources.
Laurence Bebbington, University of Aberdeen, UK
Whose Property Is It Anyway? Part 1: How Do Changes to UK Copyright Law Enhance
Access to Research and Stimulate Green Open Access to Scholarly Research Outputs?
and

Chris Banks, Imperial College London, United Kingdom
Whose Property is it Anyway? Part 2: the Challenges in Supporting the UK’s Main
Research Funder Agendas, which Seek to Ensure that the Outputs from PubliclyFunded Research are Published Open Access.
Melanie Dulong de Rosnay, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Paris, France
The Regulation of Text and Data Mining.
We congratulate all the Award winners and look forward to presenting them with their
Awards at the Annual Conference in Riga this summer!
Kristiina Hormia-Poutanen
Chair
Conference Programme Committee
April 2014


The value of each Award is € 1,000, including the Conference registration fee.
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LIBER Annual Conference Fund
At LIBER’s Annual General Assembly in 2005, members decided that a small premium should be added to
the Annual Conference registration fee in order to permit grants to be made to assist member libraries in
selected European countries to send representatives to attend LIBER Annual Conferences. The LIBER
Annual Conference Fund supports participants from specific European countries each year on the basis of
need and taking into account the location of the Annual Conference. The countries are agreed by the
LIBER Executive Board annually at its October meeting, and decisions on applications to the Fund are
made by the Conference Programme Committee.
The countries selected by the Executive Board for 2014 were Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Belarus, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Georgia, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Macedonia, Montenegro,
Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Turkey and Ukraine.
The Conference Programme Committee for the 43nd LIBER Annual Conference has decided to make
awards from the LIBER Annual Conference Fund to the following applicants:

Giannis Tsakonas
University of Patras, Greece

Dunja Legat
University of Maribor, Slovenia

Nóra Börzsönyi
Corvinus University of Budapest, Hungary

Maria Zitnaska
Slovak Centre of Scientific and Technical
Information, Slovakia

Giuseppe Vitiello
NATO Defense College, Italy

Adam Sofronijevic
University of Belgrade, Serbia

Mireia Perez
Universitat Oberta de Catalunya, Spain

Nicoleta-Roxana Dinu
National Library of Romania

Tatjana Timotijevic
National Library of Serbia, Serbia

Ivona Olariu
Association of the Universities, Research and
Development Institutes and the Central
University Libraries in Romania ‘Anelis
Plus(A+)’, and the ‘Mihai Eminescu’ Central
University Library, Iasi, Romania

Deniz Baltaci
Sabanci University, Turkey
Cem Ozel
Sabanci University, Turkey

We warmly congratulate Fund recipients and look forward to meeting them at the Annual
Conference in Riga this summer!
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1514. Book. 2014 Exhibition

Exhibition Opening Ceremony
Tuesday 1 July 2014, 17.00–17.30

tunity to examine the books published in that particular year across Europe, revealing the cultural
richness and diversity of the age.
The aim of the 1514. Book. 2014 exhibition is to reveal European culture, politics and mentality as it was 500 years
ago, focusing on people’s personal relationships with the text and the world.
Book reading almost always demands
solitude and withdrawal from the world.
At the time of reading, the book makes
the reader ‘its own’ and the book becomes ‘mine’ to the reader, even if it is
not physically his or her property. The
concept ‘mine’, expressing the significance of material, intellectual and spatial
possession in human life, will be the
guiding motif of this exhibition. Through
books printed 500 years ago, we will demonstrate
how the long dead people of the sixteenth century perceived and sensed their world. This exhibition will invite contemporary readers and viewers
to become aware of their belonging to the past as
documented by historical books.

Books have always belonged to someone, and still
do. A book is at the same time a material and an
intellectual possession, concealing a powerful
force of influence. Books preserve and
create knowledge, they allow the imagination to reach places where the physical
body never can. The printed book, which
first ‘saw the light of day’ in about 1450,
changed the world by first changing its
readers. The period 500 years ago was
significant because then, as today, when
digital content is beginning to replace
printed material, the nature of the book
was undergoing important changes.
With the development of printing technology, books became cheaper, more
convenient to read and accessible to a
wider audience; books became the messengers of religious and social change. The far distant year 1514, exactly 500 years ago, vividly characterises the age of great ideational change: the
end of the Renaissance and the blossoming of humanism, culminating in the Reformation. The
1514. Book. 2014 exhibition will provide an oppor63

Riga

1 Conference Venue 2-4 July
2 Conference Dinner 2 July
Bus: #3 In the direction of ‘Plavnieki’; destination stop ‘Merkela iela’; #21 In the direction of ‘Jugla 3’;
destination stop ‘Merkela iela’
3 Conference Reception 3 July
The Reception venue is located in the historic centre of Riga, ‘Vecriga’, which is closed to traffic To get
to the Reception venue, you can either take a taxi, walk (1 5 km/a 20 min walk), or cross the ‘Akmens
Tilts’ (Stone Bridge) by taking buses (#3, #4, #4Z, #7, #8, #10, #21, #22, #23, #25, #26, #30, #35, #38,
#39, #43, #55), trams (#2, #4, #5, #10) or trolley buses (#9, #27) If you are travelling by bus or tram,
please get off at the stop: ‘Grecinieku iela’, and then walk through the ‘Vecriga’ If you are travelling by
trolley bus, please get off at the stop: ‘11.novembra krastmala’, and then walk through the ‘Vecriga’
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List of Participants
AUSTRALIA
Peter Irwin, S. P. Jain School of Global Management Library: peter.irwin@spjain.org
AUSTRIA
Manuela Holzmayer, National Library of Austria: manuela.holzmayer@onb.ac.at
Thanos Giannakopoulos, International Atomic Energy Agency Library: thanyan@gmail.com
BELGIUM
Dr Hendrik Defoort, Ghent University Library: secretariaat@mail.lib.ugent.be
Isabelle Theys, KU Leuven: isabelle.theys@kuleuven.be
Jarkko Siren, European Commission: jarkko.siren@ec.europa.eu
Professor Melvyn Collier, KU Leuven Library: mel.collier@bib.kuleuven.be
Neil Murray, European Parliament Library: neil.murray@europarl.europa.eu
Professor Raf Dekeyser, KU Leuven Library: raf.dekeyser@bib.kuleuven.be
Sylvia van Peteghem, Ghent University Library: secretariaat@mail.lib.ugent.be
Taavi Saarimäki, Central Library of the European Commission: taavi.saarimaki@ec.europa.eu
Trudi Noordermeer, Library of the Universiteit Antwerpen: trudi.noordermeer@uantwerpen.be
Veerle Van Conkelberge, Ghent University Library: secretariaat@mail.lib.ugent.be
BULGARIA
Professor Dr Kristina Varbanova-Dencheva, SULSIT: kivd01@abv.bg
Radostina Todorova, New Bulgarian University Library: rtodorova@nbu.bg
Tanya Stoyanova, New Bulgarian University Library: tstoyanova@nbu.bg
CANADA
Anthony O’Kelly, British Columbia Institute of Technology Library: tokelly1@gmail.com
Don MacMillan, Taylor Family Digital Library, University of Calgary: macmilld@ucalgary.ca
Kathleen Shearer, Confederation of Open Access Repositories: kathleen.shearer@coar-repositories.org
Richard Dumont, Des bibliothèques Université de Montréal: richard.dumont@umontreal.ca
CYPRUS
Marios Zervas, Cyprus University of Technology Library: marios.zervas@cut.ac.cy
CZECH REPUBLIC
Daniela Tkacikova, VSB-Technical University of Ostrava Central Library: daniela.tkacikova@vsb.cz
Dr Hana Landová, Association of Libraries of Czech Universities: hanalandova@sic.czu.cz
Iva Prochaskova, Library of the Univerzita Pardubice: iva.prochaskova@upce.cz
Martin Svoboda, National Library of Technology: martin.svoboda@techlib.cz
Miloslava Faitová, University of West Bohemia Library: faitova@uk.zcu.cz
Stepanka Zizkova, National Library of Technology: stepanka.zizkova@techlib.cz
Tomas Foltyn, National Library of The Czech Republic: tomas.foltyn@nkp.cz
Dr Zdeněk Uhlíř, National Library of The Czech Republic: Zdenek.Uhlir@nkp.cz
DENMARK
Dr Birte Christensen-Dalsgaard, The Royal Library: bcd@kb.dk
Bo Öhrstrom, Danish Agency for Culture: boe@bs.dk
Claus Vesterager Pedersen, Library of the Roskilde University: cvp@ruc.dk
Ellen Vibeke Knudsen, Aarhus State and University Library: evk@statsbiblioteket.dk
Erik Hofmeister, Aarhus State and University Library: eho@statsbiblioteket.dk
Erland Kolding Nielsen, The Royal Library: ekn@kb.dk
Hanne Munch Kristiansen, Aarhus State and University Library: hmk@statsbiblioteket.dk
Helle Lauridsen, ProQuest: helle.lauridsen@proquest.com
Lars Bjørnshauge, SPARC Europe: lars@arl.org
Lilian Madsen, Aarhus State and University Library: lm@statsbiblioteket.dk
Tonny Skovgård Jensen, Aarhus State and University Library: tsj@statsbiblioteket.dk
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ESTONIA
Andres Kollist, Tallinn University Academic Library: tlulib@tlulib.ee
Anneli Sepp, University of Tartu Library: anneli.sepp@ut.ee
Kairi Felt, National Library of Estonia: Kairi.Felt@nlib.ee
Kart Miil, University of Tartu Library: kart.miil@ut.ee
Katre Riisalu, National Library of Estonia: Katre.Riisalu@nlib.ee,
Kristina Pai, University of Tartu Library: Kristina.Pai@ut.ee
Külli Solo, National Library of Estonia: kylli.solo@nlib.ee
Liisi Lembinen, University of Tartu Library: liisi.lembinen@ut.ee
Martin Hallik, University of Tartu: tudeng@ut.ee
FINLAND
Annikki Roos, Helsinki University Library: annikki.roos@helsinki.fi
Arja Tuuliniemi, National Library of Finland: nina.hyvonen@helsinki.fi
Arto Ikonen, Jyväskylä University Library: arto.ikonen@jyu.fi
Christel Lindfors, Åbo Akademi University Library: christel.lindfors@abo.fi
Esa-Pekka Keskitalo, National Library of Finland: esa-pekka.keskitalo@helsinki.fi
Harri Ahonen, National Library of Finland: harri.ahonen@helsinki.fi
Heli Kautonen, National Library of Finland: heli.kautonen@helsinki.fi
Heli Kokkinen, University of Turku Library: heli.kokkinen@utu.fi
Dr Juha Lehtonen, CSC – IT Center for Science: juha.lehtonen@csc.fi
Jussi-Pekka Hakkarainen, National Library of Finland: jussi-pekka.hakkarainen@helsinki.fi
Kristiina Hildén, National Library of Finland: kristiina.hilden@helsinki.fi
Kristiina Hormia-Poutanen, National Library of Finland: kristiina.hormia@helsinki.fi
Liisa Savolainen, National Library of Finland: liisa.savolainen@helsinki.fi
Marita Ahola, The Finnish Research Library Association: marita.ahola@tritonia.fi
Markku Heinäsenaho, National Library of Finland: markku.heinasenaho@helsinki.fi
Minna Kivinen, Helsinki University Library: minna-liisa.kivinen@helsinki.fi
Minna Niemi-Grundström, University of Tampere Library: minna.niemi-grundstrom@uta.fi
Nina Hyvönen, National Library of Finland: nina.hyvonen@helsinki.fi
Päivi Määttä, Bank of Finland: paivi.maatta@bof.fi
Petteri Kivimäki, National Library of Finland: petteri.kivimaki@helsinki.fi
Suvipäivi Pöytälaakso-Koistinen, Tampere University Library: suvipaivi.poytalaakso-koistinen@uta.fi
Tuomas Palonen, National Library of Finland: tuomas.palonen@helsinki.fi
Ulla Nygrén, University of Turku Library: ulla.nygren@utu.fi
FRANCE
Albert Poirot, Bibliothèque nationale et universitaire de Strasbourg: administrateur@bnu.fr
Anne-Catherine Fritzinger, Bibliothèque universitaire Pierre et Marie Curie: anne-catherine.fritzinger@upmc.fr
Bruno Sagna, Bibliothèque nationale de France: bruno.sagna@bnf.fr
Cecile Swiatek, Association de Bibliothècaires de France (ABF): cecile.swiatek@gmail.com
Christophe Perales, ADBU: president@adbu.fr
Chrystèle Galland-Mabic, Library of Université Toulouse Capitole: chrystele.mabic@ut-capitole.fr
Claire Dugast, Institut Pasteur Scientific Library: claire.dugast@pasteur.fr
Corinne de Munain, Université Paris Sorbonne: corinne.de_munain@paris-sorbonne.fr
Dominique Lechaudel, Inist-CNRS: dominique.lechaudel@inist.fr
Dominique Wolf, Université de Strasbourg: dominique.wolf@unistra.fr
Florence Roche, SID2 Bibliothèque universitaire droit lettres de Grenoble: florence.roche@upmf-grenoble.fr
Francois Cavalier, Sciences Po Library: francois.cavalier@sciencespo.fr
Frédéric Saby, SID2 Bibliothèque universitaire droit lettres de Grenoble: frederic.saby@upmf-grenoble.fr
Helene Chaudoreille, Paris Sciences et Lettres Research University: helene.chaudoreille@univ-psl.fr
Jean-Christophe Peyssard, OpenEdition – Cléo / CNRS: secretariat@openedition.org
Jean-Marie Feurtet, ABES: feurtet@abes.fr
Jerome Kalfon, ABES: kalfon@abes.fr
Julien Roche, Bibliothèque universitaire Lille 1: julien.roche@univ-lille1.fr
Julien Starck, Libraries of the Toulouse 1 Capitole University: julien.starck@ut-capitole.fr
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Marc Martinez, Bibliothèques universitaires Université Jean Moulin Lyon III: marc.martinez@univ-lyon3.fr
Marie-Christine Jacquemot-Perbal, Inist-CNRS: marie-christine.jacquemot@inist.fr
Marie-Claude Zikra, CNRS/INIST: zikra@univ-paris1.fr
Marie-Dominique Heusse, Library Network of the University of Toulouse:
marie-dominique.heusse@univ-toulouse.fr
Marion Ansel, Bibliothèque nationale de France: marion.ansel@bnf.fr
Dr Melanie Dulong de Rosnay, CNRS: melanie.dulong@cnrs.fr
Myriam Marcil, Library of the University of Poitiers: myriam.marcil@univ-poitiers.fr
Raymond Bérard, INIST-CNRS: raymond.berard@inist.fr
Stéphane Potelle, ADBU: directeur.executif@adbu.fr
Thomas Jouneau, Université de Lorraine: thomas.jouneau@univ-lorraine.fr
Thomas Porquet, COUPERIN Consortium: thomas.porquet@couperin.org
Yannick Schurter, INIST-CNRS: yannick.schurter@inist.fr

GERMANY
Dr Andreas Degkwitz, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin Library: andreas.degkwitz@ub.hu-berlin.de
Anna Tarasova, Ex Libris: Anna.Tarasova@exlibrisgroup.com
Dr Birgit Schmidt, Goettingen State and University Library: bschmidt@sub.uni-goettingen.de
Dr Claudia Fabian, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek: claudia.fabian@bsb-muenchen.de
Claus Gravenhorst, CCS Content Conversion Specialists GmbH: c.gravenhorst@content-conversion.com
Dr Juergen Warmbrunn, Herder-Institut for Historical Research on East Central Europe Library:
juergen.warmbrunn@herder-institut.de
Fabian Cremer, Göttingen State and University Library: fabian.cremer@sub.uni-goettingen.de
Karlheinz Pappenberger, University of Konstanz Library: Karlheinz.Pappenberger@uni-konstanz.de
Klaus-Peter Böttger, EBLIDA: klaus-peter.boettger@stadtbibliothek.essen.de
Kristian Wallin, Ex Libris: kristian.wallin@exlibrisgroup.com
Leszek Czerwinski, EBSCO Information Services GmbH: lczerwinski@ebsco.com
Margo Bargheer, Goettingen State and University Library: mbarghe@gwdg.de
Dr Marianne Dörr, Library of the Eberhard Karls Universitaet: marianne.doerr@ub.uni-tuebingen.de
Marion Borowski, Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft: marion.borowski@iais.fraunhofer.de
Natascha Brecht, Swets Information Services GmbH: nbrecht@de.swets.com
Philipp Hess, Ex Libris: Philipp.Hess@exlibrisgroup.com
Dr Rafael Ball, Regensburg University Library: rafael.ball@bibliothek.uni-regensburg.de
Stefan Farrenkopf, Kiel University Library: farrenkopf@ub.uni-kiel.de
Stefan Hein, Deutsche Nationalbibliothek: s.hein@dnb.de
Dr Tamara Pianos, ZBW – German National Library of Economics: t.pianos@zbw.eu
Teresa Gorecka, EBSCO information Services: tgorecka@ebsco.com
Dr Tiberius Ignat, Scientific Knowledge Services: tiberius@scientificknowledgeservices.com
Dr Timo Borst, National Library for Economics (ZBW): t.borst@zbw.eu
Timon Oefelein, Springer-Verlag GmbH: oefelein@springer.com
Ullrich Jüngling, Ex Libris: ullrich.juengling@exlibrisgroup.com
Wolfgang Klotz, Central and Eastern European Online Library: wklotz@ceeol.com
Dr Wolfram Horstmann, Goettingen State and University Library: sekretariat@sub.uni-goettingen.de
Yvonne Friese, Leibniz Information Centre for Economics: y.friese@zbw.eu

GREECE
Giannis Tsakonas, University of Patras Library and Information Center: john@lis.upatras.gr
Ioannis Kargakis, Foundation for Research and Technology – HELLAS (FORTH), Institute of Computer Science
(ICS): kargakis@ics.forth.gr
Marc Willem, Cedefop: marc.willem@cedefop.europa.eu
HUNGARY
Dr Ágnes Téglási, MTA Library and Information Centre, Hungarian Academy of Sciences:
teglasi.agnes@konyvtar.mta.hu
Diane Geraci, Central European University Library: dgeraci@ceu.hu
Gyongyi Karacsony, University and National Library of Debrecen: gyk@lib.unideb.hu
László Kármán, Monguz Ltd: iroda@monguz.hu
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Dr Márta Virágos, University and National Library of Debrecen: marta@lib.unideb.hu
Nóra Börzsönyi, Corvinus University of Budapest Central Library: nora.borzsonyi@uni-corvinus.hu

INDIA
Krishnendu Biswas, Contentra Technologies (India) Pvt. Ltd: krishnendu.biswas@contentratechnologies.com
IRELAND
Christopher Pressler, Dublin City University Library: christopher.pressler@dcu.ie
ISRAEL
Dr Tamar Sadeh, Ex Libris Group: tamar.sadeh@exlibrisgroup.com
ITALY
Giuseppe Vitiello, Library and Knowledge Centre of the NATO Defense College: g.vitiello@ndc.nato.int
Iryna Kuchma, Stichting eIFL.net (EIFL): iryna.kuchma@eifl.net
Maria Cassella, University of Turin: maria.cassella@gmail.com
Maurizio Lunghi, Fondazione Rinascimento Digitale: lunghi@rinascimento-digitale.it
LATVIA
Aija Janbicka, Riga Technical University Scientific Library: aija.janbicka@rtu.lv
Andris Vilks, National Library of Latvia: andris.vilks@lnb.lv
Dr Baiba Mūze, Tieto Latvia: baiba.muze@tieto.com
Daina Ostrovska, Riga Technical University Scientific Library: daina.ostrovska@rtu.lv
Dzintra Mukāne, National Library of Latvia: dzintra.mukane@lnb.lv
Iveta Gudakovska, University of Latvia Library: iveta.gudakovska@lu.lv
Jānis Čupriks, Datakom: janis.cupriks@datakom.lv
Jolanta Ivanova, Riga Technical University Scientific Library: jolanta.ivanova@rtu.lv
Larisa Levinoka, Riga Technical University Scientific Library: larisa.levinoka@rtu.lv
Ludmila Peņicina, Riga Technical University Scientific Library: ludmila.penicina@rtu.lv
Maija Neilande, Riga Technical University Scientific Library: maija.neilande@rtu.lv
Mārīte Saviča, University of Latvia Library: marite.savica@lu.lv
Oksana Zaiceva, Riga Technical University Scientific Library: oksana.zaiceva@rtu.lv
Sarmīte Krauze, Riga Technical University Scientific Library: sarmite.krauze@rtu.lv
Dr Uldis Bojārs, National Library of Latvia: uldis.bojars@lnb.lv
Zane Vītoliņa, Datakom: zane.vitolina@datakom.lv
LITHUANIA
Antanas Streimikis, Lithuanian Academic Libraries Directors’ Association: antanas@library.lt
Audronė Steponaitienė, Lithuanian Academic Libraries Directors’ Association: audronest@gmail.com
Emilija Banionyte, Lithuanian Research Library Consortium/Lithuanian University of Educational Sciences:
emilija.banionyte@leu.lt
Dr Gintare Tautkeviciene, Lithuanian Research Libraries Consortium: gintare.tautkeviciene@ktu.lt
Jurgita Senuliene, Klaipeda University Library: k.jurgita@gmail.com
Lina Blovesciuniene, Vytautas Magnus University Library: l.blovesciuniene@bibl.vdu.lt
Meile Kretaviciene, Lithuanian University of Health Sciences: meile.kretaviciene@lsmuni.lt
Nijolė Kolesinskienė, Lithuanian Academic Libraries Directors’ Association: kolesinskiene@mab.lt
Odeta Pakalnienė, Lithuanian Academic Libraries Directors’ Association: odeta.pakalniene@mb.vu.lt
Professor Renaldas Gudauskas, Martynas Mazvydas National Library of Lithuania: r.gudauskas@lnb.lt
Vilija Dzingiene, Lithuanian Research Library Consortium: vilija.dzingiene@ktu.lt

MALTA
Kevin Joseph Ellul, University of Malta Library: kevin.j.ellul@um.edu.mt
NETHERLANDS
Alastair Dunning, The European Library: alastair.dunning@kb.nl
Amber Farmer, Springer Science+Business Media: amber.farmer@springer.com
Andrea Langendoen, Koninklijke Bibliotheek: andrea.langendoen@kb.nl
Andrew Hall, OCLC: andrew.hall@oclc.org
Drs Anja Smit, Utrecht University Library: h.p.a.smit@uu.nl
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Arjan Schalken, VU University Amsterdam Library: a.f.schalken@vu.nl
Astrid Verheusen, Koninklijke Bibliotheek: astrid.verheusen@kb.nl
Drs Bas Savenije, National Library of the Netherlands: Bas.Savenije@kb.nl
Dr Dan North, LIBER Europe: dan.north@kb.nl
Drs Dini Van Engelen-Stinesen, Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen Library: d.vanengelen@ubn.ru.nl
Eelco Ferwerda, OAPEN: e.ferwerda@oapen.org
Friedel Grant, LIBER: friedel.grant@kb.nl
Hans Geleijnse, Tilburg University: hans.geleijnse@uvt.nl
Hetty Verhagen, Leiden University University: h.m.w.j.verhagen@library.leidenuniv.nl
Inga Klein, ACCUCOMS: inga@accucoms.com
Inge Werner, Utrecht University Library: i.m.werner@uu.nl
Ingrid van de Stadt, Elsevier BV: i.stadt@elsevier.com
Ingrid Wijk, Maastricht University Library: i.wijk@maastrichtuniversity.nl
Dr Izaskun Lacunza, LIBER: izaskun.lacunza@kb.nl
Kees Konings, Leiden University Library: c.a.g.konings@library.leidenuniv.nl
Drs Klaran Visscher, University of Groningen Library: k.a.visscher@rug.nl
Louise Edwards, The European Library: louise.edwards@kb.nl
Lucie Vavříková, Elsevier: l.vavrikova@elsevier.com
Dr Marc Dupuis, SURF: marc.dupuis@surf.nl
Marc van den Berg, Tilburg University Library: m.j.vandenberg@tilburguniversity.edu
Maria Heijne, University of Amsterdam Library: M.A.M.Heijne@uva.nl
Drs Marian Lefferts, Consortium of European Research Libraries (CERL): marian.lefferts@cerl.org
Drs Marina Noordegraaf, verbeeldingskr8: marina@glazenkamp.net
Marieke Willems, LIBER: marieke.willems@kb.nl
Drs Marjolein Nieboer, University of Groningen Library: secretariaat-bibliotheek@rug.nl
Dr Matthijs van Otegem, Erasmus University Rotterdam Library: vanotegem@ubib.eur.nl
Drs Mirjam Koreman, Radboud University Nijmegen Library: secretariaat@ubn.ru.nl
Natalia Grygierczyk, Radboud University Library: n.grygierczyk@ubn.ru.nl
Nienke van Schaverbeke, The European Library: nienke.vanschaverbeke@theeuropeanlibrary.org
Dr Nuno Freire, The European Library: nuno.freire@theeuropeanlibrary.org
Dr Patrick Gouw, Leiden University Libraries: p.gouw@library.leidenuniv.nl
Peter van Laarhoven, University of Groningen Library: p.j.b.m.van.laarhoven@rug.nl
Petra Ullrich, Elsevier BV: p.ullrich@elsevier.com
René Steunenberg, OCLC: rene.steunenberg@oclc.org
Drs Rob Grim, Tilburg University Library: rob.grim@tilburguniversity.edu
Drs Robert Schrijnemakers, Nijmegen University Library: secretariaat@ubn.ru.nl
Ronald van Dieen, LM Information Delivery: rvandieen@lminfo.nl
Rone Robbetze, Springer Science+Business Media: rone.robbetze@springer.com
Drs Saskia C.J. de Vries, Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen Library: s.devries@ubn.ru.nl
Dr Saskia van Bergen, Leiden University Library: w.van.bergen@library.leidenuniv.nl
Simone Kortekaas, Utrecht University Library: s.kortekaas@uu.nl
Susan Reilly, LIBER: susan.reilly@kb.nl
Sylvia Hollander, Nijmegen University Library: secretariaat@ubn.ru.nl
Titia Davelaar, OCLC EMEA: titia.vanderwerf@oclc.org
Vanessa Proudman, SPARC Europe / Proud2Know: vproudman@proud2know.eu
Will Roestenburg, TU Delft Library: w.m.m.roestenburg@tudelft.nl
Wilma van Wezenbeek, TU Delft Library: w.j.s.m.vanwezenbeek@tudelft.nl
Wouter Haak, Elsevier: w.haak@elsevier.com
Yvonne Stigter, LIBER: yvonne.stigter@kb.nl

NORWAY
Alexander Nietzold, TIND Technologies: hans@tind.io
Berit Eliassen, University of Nordland Library: berit.eliassen@uin.no
Hans Christian Toftesund, TIND Technologies: hans@tind.io
Jan Erik Frantsvåg, UIT The Arctic University of Norway Library: jan.e.frantsvag@uit.no
Jon Arild Olsen, National Library of Norway: jonarild.olsen@nb.no
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POLAND
Jolanta Stepniak, Warsaw University of Technology Main Library: j.stepniak@bg.pw.edu.pl
Professor Jolanta Talbierska, University of Warsaw Library: j.m.talbierska@uw.edu.pl Library
Katarzyna Slaska, National Library of Poland: m.patatyn@bn.org.pl
PORTUGAL
Ana Raquel Bairrão, INESC ID: raquelbairrao@gmail.com
Eloy Rodrigues, University of Minho: eloy@sdum.uminho.pt
ROMANIA
Dr Ivona Olariu, Association of the Universities: ivona@uaic.ro
Dr Nicoleta-Roxana Dinu, National Library of Romania: roxadinu@gmail.com
RUSSIA
Dr Liudmila Tikhonova, Russian State Library: mbs@rsl.ru
Yury Snopov, IVIS, Ltd: snopov@ivis.ru
SERBIA
Adam Sofronijevic, Svetozar Markovic University Library: sofronijevic@unilib.bg.ac.rs
Professor Aleksandar Jerkov, Svetozar Markovic University Library: jerkov@unilib.bg.ac.rs
Tatjana Timotijevic, National Library of Serbia: tatjana.timotijevic@nb.rs
SLOVAKIA
Professor Ján Turňa, Slovak Centre of Scientific and Technical Information: jan.turna@cvtisr.sk
Dr Mária Žitňanská, Slovak Centre of Scientific and Technical Information: maria.zitnanska@cvtisr.sk
Michal Sliacky, Slovak Centre of Scientific and Technical Information: michal.sliacky@cvtisr.sk
SLOVENIA
Dunja Legat, University of Maribor Library: dunja.legat@um.si
Miro Pusnik, CTK University of Ljubljana: miro.pusnik@ctk.uni-lj.si
Dr Mojca Kotar, University of Ljubljana: mojca.kotar@uni-lj.si
Dr Renata Šolar, National and University Library, Ljubljana: renata.solar@nuk.uni-lj.si
Vesna Gasparic, Institute of Information Science: vesna.gasparic@izum.si
Dr Zdenka Petermanec, University of Maribor Library: zdenka.petermanec@um.si
SPAIN
Cristina Gareta, SCANBIT: cgareta@scanbit.net
Elena Roseras, Artium, Basque Museum-Centre of Contemporary Art: eroseras@artium.org
Iñigo Lapitz Gonzalez, SCANBIT: ilapitz@scanbit.net
Lluis Anglada i de Ferrer, CSUC: lluis.anglada@csuc.cat
Manuela Palafox Parejo, Biblioteca Universidad Complutense de Madrid: mpalafox@ucm.es
Mari Vállez, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya: mvallez@uoc.edu
Marina Losada, Library of the Universitat Pompeu Fabra: marina.losada@upf.edu
Mireia Pérez Cervera, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya: mperezcerver@uoc.edu
Neus Milán Llorente, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya: nmilanl@uoc.edu
Paloma Jarque, Biblioteca CCSSJJ Universidad Carlos III de Madrid: paloma.jarque@uc3m.es
SWEDEN
Agneta Holmenmark, National Library of Sweden: agneta.holmenmark@kb.se
Anders Söderbäck, Stockholm University: anders.soderback@sub.su.se
Anna Lundén, National Library of Sweden: anna.lunden@kb.se
Dr Birgitta Hellmark Lindgren, Stockholm University Library: birgitta.hellmark-lindgren@sub.su.se
Catta Torhell, Linnaeus University Library: catta.torhell@lnu.se
Cecilia Heyman Widmark, Royal Institute of Technology: cheyman@kth.se
Cecilia Winrow, Uppsala University Library: cecilia.winrow@ub.uu.se
Christina Jönsson Adrial, National Library of Sweden: christina.jonsson.adrial@kb.se
Eva Dahlbäck, Stockholm University Library: eva.dahlback@sub.su.se
Eva Nylander, Lund University Library: eva.nylander@ub.lu.se
Gunilla Herdenberg, National Library of Sweden: gunilla.herdenberg@kb.se
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Gunilla Sundström, Uppsala University: gunilla.sundstrom@ub.uu.se
Dr Jenny Samuelsson, Luleå University of Technology and Swedish Library Association:
jenny.samuelsson@ltu.se
Jette Guldborg Petersen, Lund University Library: jette.guldborg_petersen@ub.lu.se
Johannes Rudberg, National Library of Sweden: johannes.rudberg@kb.se
Jonas Holm, Stockholm University: jonas.holm@su.se
Professor Lars Burman, Uppsala University Library: lars.burman@ub.uu.se
Margareta Hemmed, Göteborgs Universitet: margareta.hemmed@ub.gu.se
Maria Haglund, SLU University Library: maria.haglund@slu.se
Maria Hedenström, National Library of Sweden: maria.hedenstrom@kb.se
Martin Wincent, Stockholm University Library: martin.wincent@sub.su.se
Dr Mikael Sjögren, Umeå University Library: mikael.sjogren@ub.umu.se
Per Cullhed, Uppsala University Library: per.cullhed@ub.uu.se
Sabina Anderberg, Stockholm University Library: sabina.anderberg@sub.su.se
Professor Thomas Wilson, University of Borås: wilsontd@gmail.com
Professor Dr Ulf Göranson, Consortium of European Research Libraries (CERL): ulf.goranson@ub.uu.se
Wilhelm Widmark, Stockholm University Library: wilhelm.widmark@sub.su.se

SWITZERLAND
Dr Arlette Piguet, ETH Zurich Library: piguet@library.ethz.ch
Dr Donatus Düsterhaus, Université de Fribourg: donatus.duesterhaus@unifr.ch
Felix Winter, Oeffentliche Bibliothek der Universitaet Basel: felix.winter@unibas.ch
Isabelle Kratz, EPFL Library: anne.dewitte@epfl.ch
Jeannette Frey, BCU Lausanne: jeannette.frey@bcu.unil.ch
Dr Lothar Nunnenmacher, Lib4RI – Library of Eawag, Empa, PSI & WSL: lothar.nunnenmacher@lib4ri.ch
Marie Fuselier, Université de Genève: Marie.Fuselier@unige.ch
Marie-Christine Doffey, Swiss National Library: marie-christine.doffey@nb.admin.ch
Mathilde Panes, Medical Library – University Center Hospital, University of Lausanne:
mathilde.panes@chuv.ch
Michel Maillefer, BCU Lausanne: Michel.Maillefer@bcu.unil.ch
Pierre-André Fink, Graduate Institute of International Relations and Development: Pierre-Andre.Fink@
graduateinstitute.ch
Professor Dr Susanna Bliggenstorfer, Zentralbibliothek Zürich: susanna.bliggenstorfer@zb.uzh.ch
Dr Sonia Abun-Nasr, Kantonsbibliothek Vadiana: sonia.abun-nasr@sg.ch
Sylvie Godel, Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudois: sylvie.godel@chuv.ch
Dr Ulrich Niederer, Zentral- & Hochschulbibliothek Luzern: ulrich.niederer@zhbluzern.ch
Yves Corpataux, Graduate Institute of International Relations and Development:
yves.corpataux@graduateinstitute.ch

TURKEY
Cem Ozel, Sabanci University Information Center: cozel@sabanciuniv.edu
Çiğdem Yıldırım, Koç University Suna Kıraç Library: cyildirim@ku.edu.tr
Deniz Baltaci, Sabanci University Information Center: dbaltaci@sabanciuniv.edu
Oya Arus, Sabanci University Information Center: oya@sabanciuniv.edu
UNITED KINGDOM
Dr Andres Guadamuz, University of Sussex: a.guadamuz@sussex.ac.uk
Dr Ann Matheson, LIBER: a.matheson@tinyworld.co.uk
Brian O’Connor, Royal Society of Chemistry: oconnorb@rsc.org
Cathy Boylan, ProQuest: Cathy.Boylan@proquest.com
Chris Banks, Imperial College London: chris.banks@imperial.ac.uk
Christine Wise, Senate House Library, University of London: christine.wise@london.ac.uk
Claudia Heidrich, Royal Society of Chemistry: heidrichc@rsc.org
Dr Dace Rozenberga, Royal Holloway University of London Library: dace.rozenberga@rhul.ac.uk
Dr Darryl Mead, National Library of Scotland: d.mead@nls.uk
Dr David Prosser, Research Libraries UK: david.prosser@rluk.ac.uk
Diane Job, University of Birmingham Library Services: j.swann@bham.ac.uk
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Dr Elena Simperl, University of Southampton: e.simperl@soton.ac.uk
Ian Pattenden, ProQuest: ian.pattenden@proquest.com
Igor Hundziak, BMJ: ihundziak@bmj.com
Jan Wilkinson, The University of Manchester Library: jan.wilkinson@manchester.ac.uk
Dr John Scally, Edinburgh University Library: john.scally@ed.ac.uk
John Tuck, Royal Holloway University of London Library: john.tuck@rhul.ac.uk
Julia de Mowbray, Cengage Learning EMEA Ltd: julia.demowbray@cengage.com
Dr Kristian Jensen, The British Library: kristian.jensen@bl.uk
Mr Laurence Bebbington, Aberdeen University Library: laurence.bebbington@abdn.ac.uk
Liam Earney, Jisc Collections: v.lopez@jisc-collections.ac.uk
Lorraine Beard, The University of Manchester Library: lorraine.beard@manchester.ac.uk
Lorraine Estelle, Jisc Collections: v.lopez@jisc-collections.ac.uk
Madeleine Eve, Cambridge University Press: meve@cambridge.org
Manisha Bolina, BioOne: manisha.bolina@bioone.org
Martin Moyle, UCL Library Services: m.moyle@ucl.ac.uk
Martin Reid, London School of Economics and Political Science Library Services: m.j.reid@lse.ac.uk
Dr Mike Mertens, Research Libraries UK: mike.mertens@rluk.ac.uk
Nick Campbell, The University of Manchester Library: nick.campbell@manchester.ac.uk
Dr Niels Dam, ProQuest: niels.dam@proquest.com
Patricia Heffernan, The Open University Library Services: p.a.heffernan@open.ac.uk
Patricia Killiard, Cambridge University Library: pk219@cam.ac.uk
Dr Paul Ayris, UCL Library Services: p.ayris@ucl.ac.uk
Pavan Ramrakha, Springer Science + Business Media: pavan.ramrakha@springer.com
Peter Maggs, Durham University Library: peter.maggs@durham.ac.uk
Peter McCormack, SOAS Library, University of London: pm21@soas.ac.uk
Rajmund Sawka, Gale Cengage: ray.sawka@cengage.com
Robin Charlotte Rice, EDINA and Data Library, University of Edinburgh: r.rice@ed.ac.uk
Seth Cayley, Cengage Learning: seth.cayley@cengage.com
Thomas Baldwin, M25 Consortium of Academic Libraries: thomas.baldwin@london.ac.uk
Yvonne Budden, University of Warwick Library: y.c.budden@warwick.ac.uk

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Carolyn Morris, BiblioLabs, LLC: morrisc@bibliolabs.com
Dr Clifford Lynch, CNI: cliff@cni.org
Dr Elliott Shore, ARL: sarah@arl.org
Dr James Shulman, ARTstor: james.shulman@artstor.org
Jeff Mixter, OCLC: mixterj@oclc.org
Mike Furlough, HathiTrust: furlough@hathitrust.org
Rachel Frick, Council on Library and Information Resources: rfrick@clir.org
Professor Sheila Corrall, University of Pittsburgh: scorrall@pitt.edu
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Phone: +48 22 7451105
polska@ebsco.com

During the LIBER conference, librarians will
be able to engage in an unprecedented project – Colibrum Challenges, organised by the
National Library of Latvia and Colibrum*.
The aim of the challenge is to spread the idea
of co-responsibility for cultural heritage
preservation, digitized text improvement and
to make it more accessible. Therefore LIBER
visitors will be invited to become familiar
with the diverse texts and correct the
OCR–generated materials of the National
Library of Latvia, while using Colibrum.

Challenge yourself!
* Colibrum is an innovative IT solution, which
helps librarians to experience a better communication with readers through storing and sharing
digitized materials online.
www.colibrum.eu

colibrum@colibrum.eu

Almost a hundred books printed in 1514 from nineteen leading European libraries. These unique
exhibits and the latest information technology tell stories of culture, politics,
mentality and everyday life in Europe five hundred years ago.
The exhibition is accompanied by Academic Readings: ‘Content of the 21 st Century’.
The events are part of the cultural programmes for Riga, European City of Culture in 2014
and the Latvian Presidency of the Council of the European Union, 2015.

Invitation to the LIBER 44th Annual Conference,
London 2015
Conference Host
Senate House Library, UCL Library Services, and Imperial College London Library have pleasure in inviting LIBER members and friends to the 2015 LIBER Annual Conference, which will be held in Senate
House, University of London, from 24 to 27 June 2015.
London is a global destination for students in Higher Education, and UK universities regularly figure in
the top 50 in world university rankings. Such a performance can only be sustained if library and information services in London are delivering a world class experience. In Bloomsbury, home to the University of
London, London probably has more library collections than any other city in the world.
In LIBER 2015, the London institutions which are acting as local hosts will provide an intellectual and
social setting to enhance the LIBER Annual Conference, which is now the largest and most important
venue for professional meetings and discussions in Europe for research libraries and their supporters. Following the 40th Anniversary Conference in Barcelona, LIBER Annual Conferences have doubled in size to
become premier European events. London can offer superb Conference facilities in the Art Deco Senate
House building, libraries which provide a haven for academic study and research across London, and Special Collections of rare books, manuscripts and archives which are world class.

Senate House
The LIBER 2015 Conference will take place in Senate House, London.  Designed by Charles Holden and
opened in 1936, the building, clad in Portland stone, is one of the city’s early skyscrapers and a London
landmark. 
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Senate House Library
Senate House Library is one of the world’s most significant collections in the arts, humanities and social
sciences. With its partner libraries of the Institutes of the School of Advanced Study, it provides services to
over 100,000 registered readers every year, from the School of Advanced Study, the Colleges of the federal
University of London, and from London, regional, national and international research communities. 
The Library and its collections have been continuously developed since the 1870s. It now holds over
two million printed books, thousands of printed and electronic journals, and the highest proportion of
historic collections of any university library in the United Kingdom.  Modern materials in printed and
electronic formats are collected at research level and in Western European languages to support cross- and
inter-disciplinary research in subjects such as English Studies, history, philosophy, music, Romance and
Germanic languages, palaeography and art history, and area studies. Senate House Library also holds the
University of London Archive – the historic record of the University – and is responsible for the University of London Artworks Collection.  Acquisitions are also made to the Historic Collections, and notable
collections include the Goldsmiths’ Library of Economic Literature, the Sterling Library and the Harry
Price Library of Magical Literature.

Welcome to LIBER 2015
The London Local Organising Committee looks forward to welcoming LIBER delegates and friends to the
2015 LIBER Annual Conference. London is a global destination for students and researchers and we look
forward to providing a venue and Programme which will support all European libraries to deliver their
goals.
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LIBER 2014 Sponsors

Content Conversion Specialists

LEVEL 1

Entrance

1
2
3
4

Professional Exhibition area
Concert Hall
1514. Book. 2014 Exhibition
Registration desk / Media Check

A
B
C
D

Conference Room 081 (A)
Conference Room 081 (B)
Conference Room 081 (C)
Conference Room 081 (D)

LEVEL 0

Coffee Break / Lunch Area
Poster Area

5
6
7
8

Room 074
Room 075
Room 076
Room 078

